ENFORCING THE FCPA: INTERNATIONAL RESONANCE AND DOMESTIC STRATEGY
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The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act ("FCPA"), which bans corporations from offering bribes to foreign government officials, was enacted during the Watergate era’s crackdown on political corruption but remained only weakly enforced for its first two decades. American industry argued that the law created an uneven playing field in global commerce, which made robust enforcement politically unpopular. This Article documents how the executive branch strategically under-enforced the FCPA, while Congress and the President pushed for an international agreement that would bind other countries to rules similar to those of the United States. The Article establishes that U.S. officials ramped up enforcement only after the United States successfully concluded the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development ("OECD") Anti-Bribery Convention in 1997, twenty years after the enactment of the FCPA. Afterward, U.S. officials, desiring to maintain industry support for the FCPA, prosecuted both
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foreign and domestic corporations, thereby minimizing the statute’s competitive costs for American companies.

This Article argues that the OECD Convention was critical to the dramatic expansion of FCPA enforcement because it allowed American prosecutors to adopt an “international-competition neutral” enforcement strategy, investigating domestic corporations and their foreign rivals alike. The existence of the treaty was decisive because it established anti-bribery as a binding legal principle and legitimized U.S. prosecutions of foreign corporations. Today, seven of the ten highest FCPA penalties have been against foreign corporations.

This Article advocates, on a theoretical level, for a reevaluation of the multidirectional relationship between international and domestic law in transnational issue areas, such as foreign bribery. National laws are most often viewed as self-contained legal rules that develop or decline based on domestic officials’ policy decisions. The evolution of the FCPA, however, demonstrates that some statutes may require “international resonance” to be meaningfully enforced: a domestic statute can create pressure for national leaders to conclude an international agreement, and then that agreement provides the means for the national law to develop into a robust national policy. As this Article establishes, the OECD Convention owed its existence to the FCPA and, in turn, the FCPA owes much of its development and strength to the OECD Convention. A greater appreciation for international resonance’s feedback mechanisms is essential to understanding national enforcement of a wide range of transnational commercial, financial, and environmental statutes.
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INTRODUCTION

THE Foreign Corrupt Practices Act ("FCPA") is one of the most prominent regulatory statutes in modern corporate law and international business law. Not only does it regulate the underbelly of global commerce—bribery and corruption—but it is also a significant practice area for American lawyers in white-collar crime, mergers and acquisitions, and corporate compliance law. Major domestic and foreign corporations, including Kellogg Brown & Root ("KBR") (together with former parent company, Halliburton), Siemens AG, and Alstom, have settled FCPA cases with the Department of Justice ("DOJ") and Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"). These

1 Joe Palazzolo, FCPA Inc.: The Business of Bribery—Corruption Probes Are Profit Center for Big Law Firms, Wall St. J., Oct. 2, 2012, at B1 (discussing how FCPA practice work is now one of law firms’ "crown-jewel practices").

settlements each included at least a half billion dollars in penalties.\(^3\) KBR and Siemens AG also accepted the installation of a government-appointed monitor inside the corporation to ensure future compliance. Former KBR CEO, Jack Stanley, pled guilty to FCPA violations and was sentenced to 2.5 years in prison.\(^4\) In addition to penalties paid to the government, companies facing FCPA charges will often spend hundreds of millions of dollars in legal fees to private law firms for internal investigations.\(^5\)

Given the robust enforcement of the FCPA today by both the DOJ and SEC, the near-complete lack of FCPA enforcement in the statute’s first two decades provides a striking contrast. Between 1977 and 1996, the agencies collectively brought only 40 cases (the median year would see two cases or fewer) and settled these charges on sympathetic terms (the average of the ten highest fines was under $10 million).\(^6\) By comparison, between 1997 and 2016, the agencies brought 428 cases and started to collect blockbuster settlements (the average of the ten highest fines in that period was $484 million).\(^7\) Even accounting for inflation, the tenth highest fine today is more than twice the combined penalties of the top ten fines between 1977 and 1996.\(^8\) The number of cases and the size of penalties are of a different order of magnitude in the last two decades than the first two decades.\(^9\)
Corporate attention to the FCPA escalated as enforcement increased in the late 1990s. The FCPA went from a “legal backwater” to being “at the nerve endings of corporate general counsels and executives.” Contemporary legal commentators noted that although the statute had been viewed as a “sleepy” area of law, the renewed interest by the DOJ and SEC grabbed the attention of corporate boards. Now, the FCPA is one of the most well-known (and feared) American statutes by corporate executives in the United States and abroad.

What changed between these two periods that made DOJ and SEC attorneys shift from practically ignoring the FCPA to making it a signature enforcement priority? For all of this question’s practical and policy importance, it has been largely ignored in scholarly debate. This Article fills this notable silence. The answer is significant for understanding the development of the FCPA regime and, more expansively, for theorizing when countries will enforce laws that engage transnational issues such as foreign bribery.

This Article argues that the FCPA could not be robustly enforced until federal prosecutors could adopt an “international-competition neutral” strategy—that is, an enforcement strategy that allowed them to charge both American corporations and their foreign rivals, thus creating a level playing field in international commerce. To do so, the U.S. government needed an international agreement that established a strong

---

14 Palazzolo, supra note 13 (noting that the FCPA is the DOJ’s number two priority, behind terrorism).
foreign anti-bribery principle in other major exporting states. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (“OECD”) Anti-Bribery Convention provided this necessary piece and emboldened U.S. prosecutors to use their long-standing jurisdiction to target domestic and foreign corporations who violated the FCPA.

Understanding the development of the FCPA and its prominent role in global anti-corruption efforts requires an appreciation of four conjoined elements: (1) the strategic enforcement of the FCPA by the executive branch (through the DOJ and SEC) to maintain American business support; (2) the continued efforts of the United States to secure an international agreement that would extend FCPA-like laws to other nations, particularly those states that are major exporters of goods and capital; (3) the liberating effect of the OECD Convention on U.S. enforcement efforts, allowing prosecutors to pursue American and foreign corporations for FCPA violations; and (4) the expansion of U.S. prosecutors’ toolbox to pursue improper corporate payments (including foreign bribery) through the 2002 Sarbanes-Oxley Act. This Article expands on all of these elements and demonstrates their crucial interrelation.

After the initial passage of the FCPA, American industry argued that the FCPA put them at a competitive disadvantage with foreign rivals, who would not be bound to similar anti-bribery rules. When the FCPA was enacted, other major developed countries (such as Germany and the United Kingdom) did not prohibit foreign bribery and even subsidized it by making bribes tax-deductible. This made the enforcement of the FCPA politically unviable. Various efforts were made to repeal the statute, but these efforts were largely muted by the executive branch’s decision simply not to dedicate resources to enforcement.

This Article establishes that, early in the FCPA history, the executive branch strategically lowered the perceived costs of the statute to American businesses by only rarely bringing prosecutions and then settling those cases on modest terms. While the law still imposed a potential liability, the expected costs to U.S. corporations were low. Nonetheless, the fact that the United States was the only state with a foreign anti-bribery law on the books put pressure on legislators and the executive to negotiate an international agreement binding other states to similar rules. Legislators repeatedly demanded that the executive conclude a treaty on foreign anti-bribery rules, and U.S. presidents almost continuously attempted to do so in multiple international fora. In
addition, some key U.S. multinational corporations (including General Electric, Boeing, and Merck), determined that anti-bribery policies were good business models and sought increased enforcement of such policies in the United States and abroad. These public and private efforts finally bore fruit in the 1997 OECD Anti-Bribery Convention, which effectively exported the FCPA's restrictions to all of the major developed economies.

This Article argues that the conclusion of the OECD Convention permitted U.S. prosecutors to dramatically increase enforcement of the statute, beginning the era of tough anti-bribery regulation that we currently know. Again, U.S. officials’ enforcement of the FCPA was strategic: prosecutors now enforced the FPCA territorially and extraterritorially to capture the widest possible range of domestic and foreign corporations. This broad enforcement strategy minimized the competitive costs to U.S. companies by attempting to hold foreign companies to the same rules as American companies and thereby secured continued domestic support for the statute. This strategy was possible only because the OECD Convention established anti-bribery as a binding principle (legitimating U.S. officials’ prosecution of non-national corporations) and required cross-national legal assistance in building cases.

The OECD Convention was instrumental in transitioning from minimal to rigorous enforcement. In 1998 alone, one year after the conclusion of the OECD Convention, the U.S. government opened over seventy-five foreign bribery investigations, entering a new phase of FCPA enforcement.\textsuperscript{15} FCPA settlements accelerated when U.S. authorities received even more powerful means of prosecuting cases in 2002 with the passage of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, which was designed to prevent corporate fraud (as experienced in the Enron and WorldCom scandals).\textsuperscript{16} Although it was not aimed specifically at increasing anti-bribery enforcement, it provided prosecutors with yet more tools to

\textsuperscript{15} Margot Cleveland et al., Trends in the International Fight Against Bribery and Corruption, 90 J. Bus. Ethics 199, 210 (2009) (noting that there has been an “extraordinary increase in both DOJ and SEC actions since 1998” and that “[i]t is not an overstatement to suggest we have entered a new era of enforcement – the first serious international anti-bribery offensive in the history of mankind”); Schmidt & Frank, supra note 12 (stating that the DOJ has at least seventy-five cases under investigation); see also SEC Officials Predict More FCPA Cases in Near Future, 29 Sec. Reg. & L. Rep. (BNA) No. 18, at 607 (May 2, 1997) (noting the SEC declared that they had a number of investigations ongoing).

\textsuperscript{16} See infra note 254.
investigate FCPA violations and arguably led to the explosion of cases in the late 2000s.

Now prosecutors regularly bring over twenty FCPA cases every year and impose penalties in the hundreds of millions of dollars. Importantly, these fines are brought against both American and non-American corporations. The German corporation Siemens still holds the record for the highest FCPA penalty ($800 million), followed by Alstom S.A. ($772 million). Out of the top ten FCPA fines (from $800 million to $338 million), seven are foreign corporations.\(^\text{17}\)

This Article more broadly highlights that certain statutes may be meaningfully enforced only when they have achieved international resonance. For a class of statutes that regulate extraterritorial conduct, domestic regulators will robustly enforce the policy only when they can do so broadly, against a wide cross-national swath of private actors. This requires formal extraterritorial jurisdiction (as a matter of national law) but also is conditional on foreign acceptance of this jurisdiction. Foreign governments have to sign onto the principles of the policy and be willing to support prosecutions of their own natural and corporate citizens.

The FCPA would not exist in its current robust and rigorously enforced form but for international treaty law. This Article establishes that the OECD Convention empowered American officials to enforce anti-bribery rules against foreign and domestic corporations, making an international-competition neutral strategy possible. The OECD Convention solidified a shift in the social understanding of bribery from economically harmless to disastrous. The treaty was a milestone for anti-bribery efforts because it established strict and legally binding obligations for governments to prohibit foreign corrupt payments. Foreign governments’ acceptance of anti-bribery principles and their subsequent cooperation with American prosecutions was essential for the FCPA to develop from an obscure corporate law statute to one of the cornerstone pieces of modern American market regulation.

Foreign cooperation came in two forms. First, heads of state or top ministry officials accepted expansive U.S. jurisdictional principles over extraterritorial actions and stopped obstructing American prosecutions in an attempt to defend their “home” corporations. Second, foreign governments began actively helping American officials collect evidence, an issue that had effectively stymied efforts to build FCPA cases in the

\(^{17}\) See infra Section III.A, Table 1.
past. This link between the OECD Convention and the enforcement strategy of the modern FCPA regime is critical to explaining current U.S. policy, but has largely been ignored by scholars, as they view FCPA enforcement as a self-contained criminal law or corporate regime.\(^{18}\)

International resonance also reflects the multidirectional relationship between domestic and international law. International treaty rules on prohibiting foreign corruption almost certainly would not currently exist but for the United States’ passage of the FCPA. The statute kept domestic political pressure on legislators and the executive to push internationally for an agreement that would extend anti-bribery rules to a wide class of global market actors. It was this pressure that led to the creation of the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention.

This Article further highlights the often unappreciated relationship among national statutes, domestic politics, and international law. The FCPA was the predicate to U.S. demands in international fora to conclude an anti-corruption pact. Without the domestic political tension created by the FCPA, such a pact would not have been a major foreign policy goal. In turn, the creation of binding international law gave substance to the promise of the FCPA. The existence of a “hard law” anti-bribery principle provided U.S. officials with the power to enforce the agreement widely in a way that previously would not have been politically possible. In short, this case highlights how domestic regulation can create a demand for international rules and, reciprocally, how the development of international law can permit dramatic shifts in national policy.

This Article proceeds in three Parts. Part I discusses the passage of the FCPA after the Watergate scandal, the elements of an FCPA violation, and common critiques of the statute. It also reviews the academic commentary on the FCPA, which has overwhelmingly focused on litigation issues. Part II turns to the efforts of the U.S. government

and some private groups to establish an anti-bribery treaty. This section describes different U.S. administrations’ efforts to conclude a treaty in various international institutions. It discusses the Clinton Administration’s choice of the OECD as the appropriate forum and approach to building consensus. Part II also discusses the change in economists’ and policymakers’ views of corruption from harmless to overwhelming harmful.

Part III is the heart of the paper. Section III.A begins by documenting the enforcement silence in the FCPA’s first two decades and then the “explosion” of FCPA cases in the second two decades. It provides information on the number of cases, the size of fines, and the DOJ’s and SEC’s increased resources. Section III.B then provides this Article’s core argument to explain the change in the United States’ approach to FCPA enforcement. This Section examines the specific mechanisms that made foreign cooperation and domestic enforcement possible. It highlights how even domestic criminal law statutes do not exist in a “closed” national system. Prosecutors may formally have the jurisdictional tools to charge companies with violations of U.S. law but, without international support for these policies, the political costs of bringing these cases can overwhelm the benefits. As a result, the DOJ and SEC would not invest in FCPA prosecutions until they had the capacity to bring cases against foreign as well as domestic corporations.

Section III.B demonstrates that, once an international competition–neutral enforcement strategy was made possible by the OECD Convention, the DOJ and SEC ramped up enforcement. Both agencies publicly announced that they were targeting foreign corporations as well as domestic ones. This Section further describes how the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and the expansion of U.S. jurisdiction (through more foreign corporations listing directly or indirectly on U.S. exchanges) further increased U.S. prosecutors’ powers and resulted in more FCPA settlements, many through self-reporting.

The Article concludes by highlighting the multidirectional aspects of domestic and international law. The Conclusion argues that the treatment of international law and domestic law as separate spheres is misplaced and in fact deleterious to our understanding of domestic law. The growing interconnectedness of many national and international legal issues means that determining the “enforceability” of a law is not a formalistic inquiry but a political and pragmatic one. Therefore, exploring the connections between international law and domestic
enforcement strategies is essential to understanding how domestic law functions in response to significant transnational issues, such as trade, banking and finance, and the environment. The Conclusion also highlights the ways that treaties can be effective: either by leading many states to change their behavior or by providing the means for one state to become the dominant regulator.

I. THE ENACTMENT AND ENDURANCE OF THE FCPA

The FCPA was passed in 1977 in the aftermath of that great theater of American politics, the Watergate hearings. The hearings laid bare how American corporations were making improper payments to President Richard Nixon’s election campaign and to governments overseas.\footnote{Stanley Sporkin, The Worldwide Banning of Schmiergeld: A Look at the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act on its Twentieth Birthday, 18 Nw. J. Int’l L. & Bus. 269, 271–72 (1998).} Congress, motivated by concerns about national security and good governance, criminalized bribery of foreign government officials and imposed record-keeping obligations on public corporations.\footnote{See infra Section I.A.} For a variety of reasons, those concerns did not produce robust enforcement of the statute after its adoption. In fact, the FCPA was effectively dormant for its first twenty years. Yet in the late 1990s, that situation shifted dramatically, and today the FCPA has become the preeminent global anti-bribery statute.

This Part explains how that shift happened by examining the FCPA’s passage, its specific legal requirements, and the internal and external dilemmas the U.S. government faced to maintain support of the FCPA against foreign ambivalence to corrupt business practices. Section I.A sets out the provisions of the FCPA and describes the politics of the statute’s passage. Section I.B analyzes how the statute escaped repeal during the two-decade period when the United States was the only government to have foreign anti-bribery laws on the books. Section I.C addresses existing legal and political commentary on the statute. Part II then turns to the OECD Convention negotiations and analyzes how U.S. policy shifted as foreign anti-bribery laws received the endorsement of the OECD membership (and some non-OECD members).
A. The FCPA

The FCPA is a product of the United States’ most famous domestic political scandal, Watergate. Congress held hearings on the Nixon Administration’s break-in to the Democratic National Committee headquarters at the Watergate hotel and, in the process, discovered that prominent corporations had made illegal contributions to President Nixon’s reelection campaign.21 The SEC investigation that followed examined “questionable” payments from corporations to foreign leaders as well as domestic officials.22 The SEC established an amnesty program for corporations to disclose foreign payments, and over 400 companies took advantage of it.23 Among the most shocking disclosures was Lockheed’s revelation that it had distributed over $100 million to various government officials, including Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands and Japanese Prime Minister Kakuei Tanaka.24 Lockheed’s actions were particularly galling to legislators and the public because the U.S. government had contemporaneously extended Lockheed a $250 million loan to keep it out of bankruptcy.25

Following the SEC report on these foreign payments, Congress considered legislation to prohibit American citizens and corporations from engaging in foreign bribery.26 The motivations and goals behind the FCPA were plentiful.27 Morality was certainly one important

24 Abbott & Snidal, supra note 21, at S161. Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands accepted $1.1 million to influence his nation’s procurement decisions. See Anthony Browne, From Beyond the Grave: Prince Finally Admits Taking $1m Bribe, Times (UK), Dec. 4, 2004, at 43.
26 Grimm, supra note 23, at 258–89.
27 Abbott & Snidal, supra note 21, at S161.
In the aftermath of the Watergate scandal, the nation seemed to have a heightened sensitivity to condoning corrupt acts, domestically or internationally. Many legislators identified the fact that there was “just no disagreement...that [bribery] is wrong” as one of several reasons to support legislation that would criminalize foreign bribery.

Yet morality was not the predominant factor for the FCPA’s passage, at least according to congressional hearings. Interestingly, to modern commentators, the major motivation for the FCPA was a perception of the national security risks that foreign payments posed. Congressional hearings highlighted the legislators’ very strong concern that foreign corrupt payments were harming the United States’ ability to win the Cold War. Indeed, the major hearings regarding the design of the FCPA were organized in the Senate Foreign Relations Committee through the Subcommittee on Multinational Corporations. Senators repeatedly commented that bribes offered to foreign government officials by multinational corporations undermined U.S. security by making the capitalist market structure appear corrupt. Their concerns were both immediate—that friendly governments were being forced from office after revelations of the American corporate bribes became public—and long-sighted—that these actions damaged the public’s faith in the ability of a capitalist system to produce responsive democratic governments and broad-based economic growth.

The Senate leaders of the fight to enact the FCPA, Senator Frank Church and Senator William Proxmire, were primarily concerned with the foreign affairs ramifications of corporate bribery. They feared that

---

29 Id. at 110; see also Koehler, supra note 25, at 941–42.
31 What seems surprisingly absent to today’s commentators is any focus on international poverty and development. The major Justifications for the anti-bribery laws today almost always include corruption’s political and economic damage in developing states. If this was a major concern of some legislators in the mid-1970s, those legislators were not particularly vocal in the congressional debates leading to the passage of the FCPA.
32 Koehler, supra note 25, at 939–43.
33 Id.
instances of corporate corruption overseas would undermine the Cold War fight.\(^{34}\) The United States’ security position was inextricably linked with a capitalist economic structure, and the specific capitalist structure that the U.S. government supported was one that featured corporations as the primary economic actors in international commerce. The alternative narrative offered by the Soviet Union was one that vilified corporations as capitalist institutions that undermined economic justice, co-opted local elites, and biased public policies against labor.\(^{35}\)

Thus, the practice of American corporations making payments to foreign government officials posed a security threat, not just a tarnished image. The United States was competing with the Soviet Union for economic and political dominance, and American corporations were damaging U.S. efforts by providing evidence that powerful corporations were cutting secret deals with foreign leaders. Revelations of American bribes lead to the downfall of several friendly governments, including Japanese Prime Minister Tanaka for his acceptance of over $12 million in illicit payments from Lockheed.\(^{36}\)

Both Senators Church and Proxmire saw corruption as a security issue, not simply one of business ethics. Senator Church, in his opening statement during the hearing on political contributions to foreign governments, noted that: “[W]hat we are concerned with is not a question of private or public morality. What concerns us here is a major

\(^{34}\) Senator Church quoted from Professor Gunnar Myrdal’s book, *Asian Drama*, to argue that corruption could be the cause of losses in the Cold War:

> The Communists maintain that corruption is bred by capitalism, and with considerable justification they pride themselves on its eradication under a Communist regime.

> The elimination of corrupt practices has also been advanced as the main justification for military takeovers. . . . Thus, it is obvious that the extent of corruption has a direct bearing on the stability of governments.


\(^{36}\) Frank Vogl, Waging War on Corruption: Inside the Movement Fighting the Abuse of Power 165 (2012); Patrick Glynn et al., The Globalization of Corruption, in *Corruption and the Global Economy* 7, 17 (Kimberley Elliott ed., 1997); Koehler, supra note 25, at 939–43.
issue of foreign policy for the United States.” Senator Proxmire argued:

Bribery of foreign officials by some US companies casts a shadow on all US companies . . . [and] creates severe foreign policy problems. The revelations of improper payments inevitably tend to embarrass friendly regimes and lower the esteem for the United States among the foreign public. It lends credence to the worst suspicions sown by extreme nationalists or Marxists that American businesses operating in their country have a corrupting influence on their political systems.  

This link between corporate behavior and the U.S. government was particularly true with regard to Lockheed due to its intimate relationship with the Department of Defense. As a contemporary Washington Post editorial noted:

It would have been unfortunate enough to have any American corporation involved in this kind of transaction. But Lockheed is not considered, in other countries, to be just another American company. It is the largest U.S. defense contractor, and it owes its existence to federally guaranteed loans. It is seen abroad as almost an arm of the U.S. government. Its misdeeds, thus, have done proportionately great damage to this country and its reputation.

As a result, the security element required that the U.S. government regulate “American” corporations, not because American corporations were the only actors offering bribes abroad, but because the actions of American corporations were linked to public perceptions of the U.S. economic system.

Legislators additionally viewed foreign bribery as a securities law problem (which explains the role of the SEC in investigating corporate payments). SEC Commissioner Stanley Sporkin believed secret payments to foreign governments by public corporations undermined U.S. securities law. These payments were not reported (as the

---

37 Subcommittee Hearings, supra note 34 (opening statement of Sen. Frank Church) (discussing use of capitalist corruption in communist propaganda).
38 Hearing before the S. Comm. on Banking, Hous., and Urban Affairs, cited in Cragg & Woof, supra note 35, at 185.
40 Sporkin, supra note 19, at 269–76.
payments were almost always illegal in the states the payments were made) and thus effectively resulted in fraudulent reports to shareholders about the corporation’s activities and spending.\textsuperscript{41} In addition, the SEC saw its demand for rigorous accounting standards to be undermined by the large slush funds that corporations created to permit foreign bribes.\textsuperscript{42} These slush funds not only facilitated bribery, but could also be abused for any number of purposes.\textsuperscript{43} Legislators framed the existence of large undisclosed slush funds as a securities law dilemma involving the rights of shareholders to know how a corporation’s assets were being used.\textsuperscript{44}

Together, the national security concerns and the domestic securities law concerns posed by illicit corporate payments abroad were sufficient to achieve legislative passage of the FCPA in the post-Watergate era of Washington politics. Congress passed the FCPA in 1977, and President Jimmy Carter, recently elected, signed it into law.\textsuperscript{45} President Carter highlighted the foreign affairs aspects of the legislation as well as the moral aspects, stating: “I share Congress belief [sic] that bribery is ethically repugnant and competitively unnecessary. Corrupt practices between corporations and public officials overseas undermine the integrity and stability of governments and harm our relations with other countries.”\textsuperscript{46}

\textsuperscript{41} Id.
\textsuperscript{43} Id. at 240–41.
\textsuperscript{44} Sporkin, supra note 19, at 269–76; Timmeny, supra note 42, at 235–41. Other legislators understood the corruption in economic terms, viewing foreign bribery as undermining free market competition and putting honest businesses at a disadvantage. There was an acknowledgement that government officials were demanding bribes and that U.S. companies were facing extortion demands overseas. In congressional hearings, there was an active debate over whether an American statute banning payments to foreign officials would decrease the demands for extortion by effectively tying the hands of the American executives. Several heads of prominent U.S. corporations, who were appearing before Congress because their companies had made questionable foreign payments, argued that it would. Industry representatives, such as the National Association of Manufacturers, argued that it would not, although individual corporate executives apparently did not want to make that argument themselves to Congress.
The FCPA reflects both the foreign affairs and accounting concerns of the legislative drafters in its two primary requirements. First, it prohibits any U.S. or foreign corporation with registered securities on U.S. exchanges, U.S. domestic concerns, and individuals acting with a territorial nexus to the United States from giving anything of value to any foreign official, political party, or candidate for political office for the purposes of influencing any official action or securing any improper advantage. Second, the FCPA imposes on issuers a record-keeping requirement in an attempt to deter corporate foreign bribery slush fund accounts.


49 15 U.S.C. § 78dd-2. Domestic concerns include all U.S. citizens and legal residents, all U.S. corporations (whether based on incorporation or their principle place of business), and their agents and employees (regardless of nationality). See Low et al., supra note 47, at 106–07 (discussing who qualifies as a domestic concern).

50 15 U.S.C. § 78dd-3. This provision was added in 1998 and was not part of the original 1977 Act.

51 Id. §§ 78dd-1(a)(1), 78dd-2(a)(1), 78dd-3(a)(1). This provision also applies to instrumentalities of foreign governments. See United States v. Esquenazi, 752 F.3d 912, 925 (11th Cir. 2014) (setting forth relevant factors for determination of whether a given enterprise is a government instrumentality).


In spite of resistance to the FCPA by major industry groups, the FCPA withstood calls for amendments for over a decade. Congress did pass amendments in 1988 as part of the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act: a multi-issue piece of legislation designed to address trade negotiations and the U.S. trade deficit.\(^ {56} \) The amendments clarified particular provisions in the FCPA but did not rollback the ban on illicit payments or the books and records provisions. The amendments clarified that the statute incorporated a “knowing” requirement (including willful blindness or conscious avoidance\(^ {57} \)) for the act of bribery. The legislation also established two affirmative defenses, one for bona fide expenses (i.e., travel for government officials to view manufacturing facilities\(^ {58} \)) and one for payments to government officials that are allowed under the written laws of the host country.\(^ {59} \) The FCPA was not amended again until 1998 when Congress revised the statute to implement the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention.\(^ {60} \)

**B. Reactions to the FCPA**

The FCPA remained controversial after its passage. Business groups bitterly and continuously complained that it would put American industry at a disadvantage with foreign competitors.\(^ {61} \) This was believed to be particularly true in industries that depended on foreign government procurement projects, such as aerospace, defense industries (weapons and other military hardware), and large-scale construction sectors

---

\(^ {56} \) Gutterman, supra note 28, at 117.

\(^ {57} \) See *United States v. Kozeny*, 493 F. Supp. 2d 693, 704, 713 (S.D.N.Y. 2007), aff’d on other grounds, 541 F.3d 166, 168 (2d Cir. 2008), for an example of a conviction for illicit payments in violation of the FCPA under a theory of conscious avoidance.

\(^ {58} \) Resource Guide to the FCPA, supra note 47, at 3.

\(^ {59} \) Id.; Low et al. supra note 47, at 109.

\(^ {60} \) See United States v. Kay, 359 F.3d 738, 750–53 (5th Cir. 2004) (discussing both amendments particularly in regard to the business nexus required by the statute).

(infrastructure and utilities projects).\(^62\) The election of Ronald Reagan to the presidency and his administration’s emphasis on promoting exports further put political pressure on the FCPA.\(^63\) Soon after entering the Oval Office, the Reagan Administration commissioned a General Accounting Office (“GAO”) report to evaluate the FCPA’s international trade effects.\(^64\) The report surveyed businesses on the effects of the FCPA and reflected the business community’s displeasure with the law, noting:

> [A]bout 55 percent of the companies completing a GAO questionnaire believe efforts to comply with the act’s accounting provisions have cost more than the benefits received. In addition, more than 30 percent of the respondents engaged in foreign business cited the anti-bribery provisions as a cause of U.S. companies losing foreign business.\(^65\)

These complaints did not result in the repeal of the Act, but the Reagan and George H. W. Bush Administrations appeared to respond to these concerns by not providing the enforcement agencies with resources to enforce the Act effectively.\(^66\) This left American businesses in an odd situation. On one hand, the probability that they would be prosecuted under the FCPA was not particularly high. Contemporary commentators referred to the FCPA as a “sleeping dog” and noted that the FCPA was not on the forefront of corporate leaders’ minds during this period.\(^67\) In addition, the enforcement actions that were pursued

\(^{62}\) Schmidt & Frank, supra note 12 (“[C]ertain businesses, such as the aerospace and defense industries, and public highways and utility plant construction, are particularly vulnerable to bribery because of the magnitude of the contracts at issue and the high level of foreign government involvement.”).

\(^{63}\) Gutterman, supra note 28, at 115–16.


\(^{65}\) GAO Report, supra note 64, at Digest.


\(^{67}\) Hotchkiss, supra note 12, at 108 (referring to the statute as a “sleeping dog”); see also SEC Officials Predict More FCPA Cases in Near Future, supra note 15, at 608 (quoting Mary Keefe’s remarks at the 27th Annual Ray Garrett Jr. Corporate and Securities Law
were settled for modest sums. On the other hand, the potential for embarrassing prosecutions (with the possibility that corporate executives could face jail time) did exist. General Electric’s (“GE”) settlement of FCPA charges was a notable reminder that foreign bribery was illegal and put pressure on American companies to refrain from offering bribes.

The result was that American businesses continued to urge lawmakers to undertake policy changes to address the international competition aspects of the statute. Some businesses pushed for repeal. Other businesses, most notably GE, pushed for an international agreement that would bind other major multinational corporations to the same anti-bribery rules. These groups became convinced that a bribery-free business model (an “integrity model”) was in their best interests. They became very active—particularly in the International Chamber of Commerce—in lobbying for a treaty agreement that could address international competitiveness issues.

As the Article discusses in the next Section, these international efforts eventually resulted in the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention. The Convention did not function as its designers expected; specifically, it did not lead other OECD members to ramp up anti-bribery enforcement.
The OECD Convention was quite effective, however, in permitting U.S. enforcement agencies to robustly prosecute the FCPA extraterritorially, vigorously policing multinational corporations in the United States and other major exporting countries. This Article explores this aspect of the OECD—its empowerment of non-American enforcement—in Part III. In short, the FCPA created a domestic business demand for an international agreement, and, in turn, the international agreement created the conditions to support a more forceful domestic enforcement regime.

C. Academic Analysis

As important as the FCPA has become for multinational businesses, white-collar criminal law, and corporate compliance law, there is little discussion of why the United States has an interest in prosecuting FCPA violations and what motivated its radical change in enforcement practices. For the FCPA’s first two decades, the FCPA was only sparingly prosecuted, but it is now a major area of enforcement for DOJ and SEC attorneys.

Most academic analysis of the FCPA focuses on actual litigation practices of the DOJ and SEC and the proper scope of the law. Top on the list of legal scholarship in the field is the exploration of the wisdom of entering into deferred prosecution agreements or non-prosecution agreements. Others argue that the DOJ has been “overly aggressive” in

the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention have never prosecuted a domestic individual or firm for foreign corruption.”).


its enforcement of the FCPA, particularly with regard to who qualifies as a government official and the necessary nexus between the bribe and the business advantage.75 Others debate whether there should be an “adequate program” defense.76

While this commentary is important, it addresses immediate litigation concerns rather than taking a more holistic view of the law’s development. The exceptions are commentary by Professors Kevin Davis and Ellen Gutterman. Davis argues that states that are home to major exporting corporations may have an interest in enforcing foreign anti-bribery law for altruistic and economic reasons.77 Altruistically, the state may wish to help shut off the supply of bribes to foreign officials and help decrease corruption in other states.78 In addition, the state may have an economic interest in fostering better conditions for foreign investment, which are associated with lower bribery, abroad.79 This Article builds off of Davis’s excellent points. I focus on the specific political economy issues involved with the FCPA’s forty-year history


and how international law provided a critical mechanism for strengthening enforcement.

Gutterman provides an alternative political account of the FCPA. She argues that the FCPA is inexplicable under rationalist approaches to international relations and domestic politics. She posits that the only “explanation for this [FCPA non-repeal] puzzle emerges under a Constructivist analysis.”

Gutterman argues that FCPA costs on American businesses would have probably led to its repeal. However, legislators who opposed the FCPA were effectively hamstrung because voting to permit corruption went against inviolable American norms. Regardless of the high costs or lack of anti-corruption benefits, politicians had no choice but to continue to support the statute. As Gutterman phrases it:

A deeply held American norm against corruption made continued state support for “foreign corrupt practices,” as well as any repeal of the FCPA’s anti-bribery provisions, politically untenable—regardless of the material, strategic trade benefits offered by such a move. Policymakers could not [give principled reasons for the FCPA’s repeal] under the terms of the highly resonant norm of anti-corruption and were therefore constrained to endorse a materially costly policy.

She concludes that “[i]n the case of the US FCPA, the Constructivist lens explains the course of US foreign policy where a rationalist, materialist explanation cannot.”

While Gutterman is certainly correct that American moralism regarding corruption is an important factor in understanding the enactment and endurance of the FCPA, I argue more rationalist approaches can explain much of the anti-bribery statute’s survival and eventual vigorous enforcement. In adopting a rationalist approach, I am not arguing that the survival of the FCPA was inevitable or even politically easy. Rather, I contend that a norm of anti-corruption,

---

80 Gutterman, supra note 28, at 110–18.
81 Id. at 110.
82 Id. at 110–18.
83 Id. at 110.
84 Id.
85 Id.
86 Id.
standing alone, is not sufficient to explain the continued political support for the statute (in the past and currently). Avoiding high material costs and achieving security benefits were critical to comprehending legislators’ (and the executive’s) actions. Furthermore, policymakers had to act strategically to maintain support for the FCPA. The statute was not preordained to survive due to a “highly resonant norm” against corruption. Without active intervention by concerned policymakers to adjust the costs and benefits of the policy, the statute would not continue to exist.

Explaining the FCPA’s development requires an appreciation of how the executive acted purposefully to lower the costs of the FCPA to firms and the U.S. economy both before and after the passage of the OECD Convention (although the strategy changed dramatically).87 The FCPA did not achieve major anti-corruption benefits before the implementation of the OECD Convention, but it did address legislators’ national security concerns. The FCPA’s major impact on anti-corruption has come in the United States’ support for international accords and developing a new economic understanding of the costs of corruption. In addition, economic research has revealed the incredible costs of corruption and this has changed how policymakers, researchers, and the public understand the role of corruption in international development, income inequality, social welfare, and government accountability.88 Post-OECD prosecutions have also arguably had some impact on lowering the level of global corruption in certain sectors, but, even here, the greater effect is shifting global norms regarding whether governments should tolerate such activities.89

---


88 See infra note 120; see also Abbott & Snidal, supra note 21, at §159–60 (discussing how this research changed minds about corruption).

From the initial passage of the FCPA through the 1990s, American legislators had repeatedly urged the executive branch to negotiate a multilateral agreement that would commit other states to the same anti-corruption principles. In 1975, a unanimously passed Senate resolution called for the introduction of anti-bribery rules into multilateral trade negotiations.  

The Ford Administration resisted this call and suggested that the OECD might be a better forum for major exporting states to negotiate a specific agreement. The following year, a Senate Report requested that the executive branch start negotiations soon, but was more flexible on the form, calling for negotiations of multilateral or bilateral agreements, although the report noted that American action should not wait on the creation of an international convention. Some legislators appeared to think that an international agreement would be easy to conclude and that other states might unilaterally adopt provisions similar to those of the United States’ provisions. In fact, several senators argued that the passage of the FCPA would demonstrate U.S. leadership on anti-corruption and provide the United States with more leverage to conclude an international agreement.

The United States’ optimism regarding the ease of creating an international agreement was misplaced. In the 1970s, the executive branch pushed for an international agreement in three fora: the United Nations (“UN”), the OECD, and the International Chamber of Commerce. The United States made its hardest push for an international agreement at the UN’s Economic and Social Council (“ECOSOC”). The proposed agreement would have banned “illicit payments” to foreign officials, but failed to achieve a consensus due to Cold War politics and North-South fights regarding whether all payments to South Africa’s apartheid regime should qualify as illicit.
The United States achieved more success in the OECD with the passage of the 1976 Declaration on International Investment and Multinational Enterprises, which included a general anti-bribery principle.\(^\text{97}\) The OECD did not follow up on this declaration, however, so this initiative did not result in any policy changes in OECD states. The United States also succeeded in having the International Chamber of Commerce issue a report that called for greater self-regulation by corporations, but this report similarly did not result in any significant change in policy.\(^\text{98}\)

The United States continued to promote the idea of an international agreement in various international fora with greater or lesser degrees of effort. The United States attempted to include anti-bribery provisions into the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade’s ("GATT") Tokyo round of trade negotiation.\(^\text{99}\) That effort was completely stymied by other member states who did not view corruption as a trade issue.\(^\text{100}\) The World Trade Organization ("WTO") (the successor to the GATT) still has next to no regulations on corruption except for the plurilateral Agreement on Government Procurement, which simply includes calls for transparency in government bidding.\(^\text{101}\) Efforts in the WTO have arguably failed because U.S. trade negotiators have been unwilling to “trade” for it.\(^\text{102}\) Other nations have demanded additional concessions on access to the American market in return, including an anti-corruption provision, and the U.S. negotiating position has been that anti-bribery should be included as a general principle to improve competitive markets.\(^\text{103}\) The WTO’s new Trade Facilitation Agreement ("TFA") arguably also could reduce corruption by standardizing customs procedures at ports, but the agreement itself does not include any anti-

\(^\text{97}\) Id.
\(^\text{98}\) Id.; Schroth, supra note 94, at 596–97.
\(^\text{100}\) Id.
\(^\text{102}\) Abbott, supra note 101, at 293.
\(^\text{103}\) Id. at 286.
corruption requirements; rather, the agreement might make it harder for government officials to receive bribes.\(^{104}\)

When Congress amended the FCPA in 1988, legislators again demanded that the executive branch push for a multilateral anti-corruption accord, identifying the OECD as the preferred forum.\(^{105}\) This time, the United States found the OECD to be more welcoming of its campaign, albeit quite slowly.\(^{106}\)

Although the United States only weakly enforced the FCPA, the American push in international fora for a multilateral agreement to stem the supply of bribes forced the issue onto the international agenda. The support by one of the globe’s largest exporters for anti-bribery policy provided policy space for other institutions to reconsider and shift their own policies. Both the U.S. position and the growing body of economic research that highlighted the developmental damage done by corruption were important in changing the perception of bribery in international organizations and some foreign capitals.

Between the 1970s and the late 1980s, many OECD members’ views of foreign corruption shifted. The primary factors behind that shift were changing views of the damage wrought by corruption and the need to respond to domestic corruption scandals. By the late 1990s, greater economic evidence existed of corruption’s damage to international development. Economic research (done by the World Bank and others) made it harder for government officials to maintain that foreign corruption was a harmless (or even efficiency-enhancing) means of engaging in international trade.\(^{107}\) Policy initiatives against foreign bribery no longer seemed like a quixotic American crusade.\(^{108}\)


\(^{105}\) Gutterman, supra note 28, at 117.

\(^{106}\) Abbott & Snidal, supra note 21, at S163–65; Pieth, supra note 95, at 122–26; Tarullo, supra note 61, at 667–68.


\(^{108}\) Pieth, supra note 95, at 122–26.
The World Bank was one of the most important international organizations to reconsider its approach to bribery. Historically, the World Bank considered corruption a “political” problem, not an economic one. This distinction was important to internal World Bank decision making, because the institution’s rules required policymakers to evaluate projects based on their economic effects, but not political ones. As a result, World Bank officials could support projects that involved corrupt payments—rarely directly, but knowing that subcontractors and agents would be bribing government officials. This policy fit with a worldview that understood bribery to be a necessary and possibly even an efficiency-enhancing aspect of international trade. In the 1960s, many political scientists and economists viewed corruption as a lesser of evils. Professor Samuel Huntington viewed bribery as necessary to circumvent government procurement processes, noting that “the only thing worse than a society with a rigid, over-centralized, dishonest bureaucracy is one with a rigid, over-centralized, honest bureaucracy.” Similarly, Professor Joseph Nye argued that corruption could be costly but also beneficial in promoting economic development, national integration, and governmental capacity.

The 1990s saw a substantial change in views on the effects of corruption. World Bank officials, disheartened by the failure of many of their projects in corrupt regimes, pushed internally for a change in policy that would address the role of bribery in undermining development


112 See, e.g., id.; Samuel P. Huntington, Political Order in Changing Societies 64–69 (1968) (arguing that corruption helped development in many societies).

113 Huntington, supra note 111, at 69.

projects. While this push faced initial resistance, the World Bank did dramatically alter its policies starting in 1996 when James Wolfensohn became the bank’s president. Wolfensohn reframed corruption as an economic issue, which the bank would have to address in future projects, noting:

[Let’s not mince words: we need to deal with the cancer of corruption.
In country after country, it is the people who are demanding action on this issue. They know that corruption diverts resources from the poor to the rich, increases the cost of running businesses, distorts public expenditures, and deters foreign investors. And we all know that it is a major barrier to sound and equitable development.]

The World Bank established rules banning bank officials, contractors, and subcontractors from offering illicit payments to government officials. The Bank now has a relatively robust anti-bribery sanctioning program that has the power to suspend or debar contractors involved (directly or indirectly) with bribery. In addition, more developmental economists began to emphasize the need for good governance to establish well-functioning markets (rather than simply having reduced government regulation). Some of these economists formed a non-governmental organization (“NGO”), Transparency International, which has become an important lobbying force in demanding international accords as well as promoting government and industry transparency.

---

116 The internal fight at the World Bank over corruption had the beneficial effect of leading to the creation of Transparency International, which became an important actor in the negotiations for the OECD Convention. See Abbott & Snidal, supra note 21, at §159.
118 Wolfensohn, supra note 107.
121 Abbott & Snidal, supra note 21, at §165.
Although the U.S. government was not solely (or even mostly) responsible for this change in policy framing, the consistent American push in international negotiations to limit bribery provided a platform for NGOs and the World Bank to enter a broader dialogue on the benefits of regulating multinational corporations’ payments to foreign government officials. By this point, the United States had established a strong anti-bribery negotiating position at the OECD, although the only harvest of its efforts had been nonbinding recommendations to reconsider government policies, such as tax exemptions for bribes, that permitted (and effectively encouraged) multinationals to engage in foreign corruption.\footnote{Pieth, supra note 95, at 122–23.} But the existence of ongoing negotiations at the OECD provided a policy outlet for this research and advocacy. The long-standing U.S. negotiating efforts and the more recent economics-based movements together were able to successfully conclude the binding OECD Convention that hardened anti-corruption rules.

The U.S. and various NGOs (particularly Transparency International) demanded that OECD governments confront the consequences of their policies of tolerance of (and even enabling) foreign corruption by their multinational corporations.\footnote{Abbott & Snidal, supra note 21, at S163–65.} In the 1980s and early 1990s, most OECD governments not only refused to prohibit foreign bribery, they subsidized it by making bribes a tax deductible business expense.\footnote{Pieth, supra note 95, at 126.} Governments could not even agree on an OECD recommendation that states should end this tax exemption until 1996.\footnote{See Org. for Econ. Co-operation & Dev., Recommendation of the Council on the Tax Deductibility of Bribe to Foreign Public Officials (adopted Apr. 11, 1996) (OECD recommends ending tax deductibility); Org. for Econ. Co-operation & Dev., Recommendation of the Council on Bribery in International Business Transactions, art. III(iii) (adopted May 27, 1994) (stating that governments should take steps to combat foreign bribery and “[t]hese steps may include: . . . tax legislation, regulations and practices, insofar as they may indirectly favour bribery”); see also Pieth, supra note 95, at 126 (1990s anti-bribery negotiations).} In addition to subsidizing bribery, many governments effectively aided corruption by having embassy staff (or even higher level government officers) helping corporations identify the foreign government officials to be bribed and arranging for third-party “consultants” who would deliver bribes.\footnote{See The BAE Files, Guardian (UK) [hereinafter Guardian BAE Files], https://www.theguardian.com/world/bae [https://perma.cc/UN8W-83XQ] (last visited Feb. 2,}
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Changing economic attitudes towards corruption at the World Bank, and in some developing states, made it harder for major exporting nations to justify their de facto pro-corruption policies.\textsuperscript{127}

In the late 1990s, several European governments were also experiencing their own Watergate-style domestic bribery scandals.\textsuperscript{128} Corruption, both domestic and foreign, achieved greater political salience in the electoral politics of Germany, France, and the United Kingdom.\textsuperscript{129} Addressing corruption through an international agreement provided mechanisms for committing to political reform and moving the topic off the political agenda.\textsuperscript{130} Transparency International and other NGOs took the lead in turning this political opening into acceptance of the OECD Convention.\textsuperscript{131} The International Chamber of Commerce (within which GE was a leader) lobbied governments to support the Convention.\textsuperscript{132} Similarly, Transparency International worked with the United States’ lead OECD negotiator, Daniel Tarullo, to build a consensus in favor of collective action against foreign bribery.\textsuperscript{133} OECD governments were initially reluctant to sign on fearing that their corporations might lose major arms or infrastructure projects if bribes

\textsuperscript{127} Tarullo, supra note 61, at 678–80, 692 n.73.
\textsuperscript{128} Abbott & Snidal, supra note 21, at S163–65; Pieth, supra note 95, at 122; Tarullo, supra note 61, at 678.
\textsuperscript{129} Pieth, supra note 95, at 123; Tarullo, supra note 61, at 678.
\textsuperscript{130} Abbott & Snidal, supra note 21, at S163–65; Tarullo, supra note 61, at 678–79; see also R. Michael Gadbaw & Timothy J. Richards, Anticorruption as an International Policy Issue, in Trade Strategies for a New Era: Ensuring U.S. Leadership in a Global Economy 223, 228 (Geza Feketekuty ed., 1998) (explaining that the French supported the OECD anti-corruption initiative because “domestically they could not appear soft on corruption” when scandals were playing out in France itself and other European countries).
\textsuperscript{131} Cockcroft, supra note 69, at 155–57; Vogl, supra note 36, at 180–82; Pieth, supra note 95, at 122.
\textsuperscript{132} Vogl, supra note 36, at 180; Pieth, supra note 95, at 128; see also Fritz F. Heimann, Combatting International Corruption: The Role of the Business Community, in Corruption in the Global Economy, supra note 36, at 147, 150–55 (discussing the role of the International Chamber of Commerce in developing commercial codes against bribery and working with governments to pass the international agreements covering international business).
\textsuperscript{133} Vogl, supra note 36, at 181.
were prohibited.\textsuperscript{134} The British, French, and German governments all initially resisted the treaty on economic grounds,\textsuperscript{135} yet domestic electoral pressure from bribery scandals and business lobbying from the International Chamber of Commerce and Transparency International pushed governments to join (if not rigorously implement) the OECD Convention.\textsuperscript{136}

The OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions was opened for signature in December 1997. Unlike previous OECD drafts on corruption, this agreement was both binding and contained strongly worded obligations for nations to prohibit foreign bribery by their nationals (natural and legal).\textsuperscript{137} The agreement also requires states to establish accounting standards aimed at preventing corporations from concealing bribes in their internal record-keeping.\textsuperscript{138} The Convention did receive sufficient support and entered into force in February 1999. Since

\textsuperscript{134} Id.

\textsuperscript{135} Cockcroft, supra note 69, at 156–57; Glynn et al., supra note 36, at 20–21.

\textsuperscript{136} Vogl, supra note 36, at 180–84; Gadbaw & Richards, supra note 130, at 228 (noting that “the French supported the groundbreaking OECD anti-corruption initiative in 1994 because domestically they could not appear soft on corruption at a time when politically charged scandals were playing out in Italy and Germany and notorious corruption scandals involving French parties were starting to break”); Pieth, supra note 95, at 123.

\textsuperscript{137} Cecily Rose, International Anti-Corruption Norms: Their Creation and Influence on Domestic Legal Systems 65–67 (2015); see Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions, art. 1(1), Nov. 21, 1997 [hereinafter OECD Anti-Bribery Convention] (“Each Party shall take such measures as may be necessary to establish that it is a criminal offence under its law for any person intentionally to offer, promise or give any undue pecuniary or other advantage, whether directly or through intermediaries, to a foreign public official, for that official or for a third party, in order that the official act or refrain from acting in relation to the performance of official duties, in order to obtain or retain business or other improper advantage in the conduct of international business.”); see also Tarullo, supra note 61, at 680–82 (criticizing the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention as ineffective).

\textsuperscript{138} See OECD Anti-Bribery Convention, supra note 137, art. 8(1) (“In order to combat bribery of foreign public officials effectively, each Party shall take such measures as may be necessary, within the framework of its laws and regulations regarding the maintenance of books and records, financial statement disclosures, and accounting and auditing standards, to prohibit the establishment of off-the-books accounts, the making of off-the-books or inadequately identified transactions, the recording of non-existent expenditures, the entry of liabilities with incorrect identification of their object, as well as the use of false documents, by companies subject to those laws and regulations, for the purpose of bribing foreign public officials or of hiding such bribery.”).
that time, all OECD members have joined the agreement as well as several non-OECD members (such as Brazil, South Africa, and Argentina).  

Notwithstanding the OECD Convention’s legal obligation, implementation of the agreement by many countries has not been particularly robust. Until the last five years, most OECD nations did not make anti-bribery enforcement a priority, although they did provide legal assistance to American prosecutors when their own firms faced FCPA charges in the United States. More recently, some of the larger OECD economies have started enforcing their anti-bribery laws more actively. Germany, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom have revised their anti-bribery laws and now regularly bring foreign corruption cases against domestic firms. Other OECD nations, including France and Canada, are reforming their anti-bribery legislation and possibly could become more active enforcers. Nevertheless, the vast majority of OECD states have limited to no enforcement of their anti-bribery laws.

---


140 Brewster, OECD, supra note 73, at 90; Michael D. Goldhaber, Leveling Playing Field on Foreign Bribes: Other Governments Have to Crack Down on Corruption, Though They Still Lag Far Behind U.S. Enforcement, Nat’l L.J., Jan. 3, 2005 (noting that although foreign states have begun to crack down on transnational bribery, “it’s U.S. prosecutions that overseas companies have to fear first” because “[t]he FCPA is still driving corruption compliance”).


143 Transparency International Report, supra note 141.
III. INTERNATIONAL RESONANCE: THE EVOLUTION IN THE FCPA’S ENFORCEMENT

How did the FCPA survive for over twenty years without any international support? When a multilateral accord was concluded, how did it alter the United States’ approach to anti-bribery policy? This Part addresses these questions and, in doing so, integrates the theoretical framework with the narrative of the survival of the FCPA through the 1980s and 1990s to the strong FCPA regime that exists today. This Part highlights the importance of the OECD Convention as the multilateral cooperative tool that has allowed the United States to have a robust anti-bribery policy.

Section III.A analyzes how the U.S. anti-corruption policy was effectively toothless for much of its early history. The Act was not a policy priority, particularly given the growing U.S. trade deficit in the 1980s. The Section demonstrates how dramatic the change in enforcement was in the FCPA’s first two decades (1977–1996) and the second two decades (1997–2016). Not only was there extraordinary increase in the number of prosecutions, but the penalties that firms faced for violations were of an entirely different order of magnitude. The FCPA went from being an obscure statute to one that was frequently on corporate executives’ minds. Section III.B provides an explanation for the change in the U.S. enforcement strategy.

Section III.B has two Subsections. It begins by revisiting the first two decades of FCPA enforcement, highlighting how American businesses believed that the FCPA disadvantaged them in global commerce and how the government internalized these concerns. It then examines how some American businesses, notably GE, decided that a bribery-free model was better for their business and sought to “level-up” by having these laws applied more rigorously and by more countries.

Second, it describes the effect of the OECD Convention’s negotiation and entry into force. Subsection III.B.2 describes how the OECD Convention permitted U.S. prosecutors to crack down on foreign bribery in a manner that did not hurt American businesses relative to foreign businesses and, therefore, was politically acceptable. The international resonance of anti-bribery norms in the treaty gave the DOJ and SEC legal and socially legitimate bases to use the FCPA’s long-standing

144 See Heineman, supra note 61, at 1 (using the term “level up” to describe GE’s approach to anti-corruption law).
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jurisdictional net covering any firm (foreign or domestic) that listed on an American exchange. With this in hand, federal prosecutors could adopt a strategy (that they openly advertised) of targeting foreign and domestic firms in a manner that did not give foreign firms an international advantage.

This Subsection also discusses the subsequent passage of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. This measure was a response to the bankruptcy of Enron and other large American corporations due, in part, to fraudulent record-keeping. The law increased the requirements for listed firms to provide financial information to U.S. regulators. Although this act was not aimed specifically at increasing anti-bribery enforcement, it provided prosecutors with yet more tools to investigate FCPA violations.

A. Enforcement Silence and Then an Enforcement Explosion

In the two decades after the passage of the FCPA in 1977, prosecutions for foreign bribery were quite rare.\textsuperscript{145} Contemporary commentators and lawyers noted that the enforcement of the statute was weak.\textsuperscript{146} One SEC director acknowledged that the lack of prosecutions meant that the FCPA “might not recently have been at the forefront of the thinking of public companies . . . or their directors or auditors.”\textsuperscript{147} Former SEC Commissioner and one of the law’s architects, Stanley Sporkin, even admitted that the FCPA “may not have been taken very seriously when it was first enacted.”\textsuperscript{148} For all of the drama of the

\textsuperscript{145} See Enforcement Actions, Foreign Corrupt Practices Act Clearinghouse [hereinafter FCPAC], http://fcpa.stanford.edu/enforcement-actions.html (last visited Feb. 2, 2017); see also Savage, supra note 10 (noting that “[f]or its first few decades, the law was enforced only rarely”).

\textsuperscript{146} See Mathews, supra note 66, at 305 (noting in 1998 that enforcement of the FCPA was receiving renewed interest only “[a]fter a prolonged lull in the Reagan and Bush Administrations”); SEC Officials Predict More FCPA Cases in Near Future, supra note 15, at 608 (noting that the 1997 prosecution of Triton Energy Corporation for FCPA violations was the first one that the SEC had brought “in quite a while”); Schmidt & Frank, supra note 12 (“In fact, the government has not enforced the FCPA aggressively for much of its history.”).

\textsuperscript{147} See SEC Officials Predict More FCPA Cases in Near Future, supra note 15, at 608.

\textsuperscript{148} Sporkin, supra note 19, at 270.
Watergate hearings that led up to the passage of the FCPA, the follow-through was silent.\(^{149}\)

The political considerations that led to the passage of the Act apparently did not translate into support for enforcement. This was certainly related to the vociferous complaints of U.S. businesses that the FCPA would put them at a competitive disadvantage with foreign corporations that did not have such constraints.\(^{150}\) At the time, foreign firms were not only allowed to bribe abroad, but also often received support from their governments in the form of tax deductions and embassy support in identifying the right individuals to contact.\(^{151}\) The competitive concerns of American businesses arguably had an impact on the federal government’s enforcement efforts.\(^{152}\) At the very least, these concerns were one of the factors that lead to the dearth of prosecution between 1977 and 1996.

Yet the U.S. government’s interest in prosecuting FCPA cases picked up dramatically beginning in 1997.\(^{153}\) The Clinton Administration’s negotiation push was concluding on the international stage: enough states had signed and ratified the agreement that the treaty was set to enter into force by 1999. With the impending launch of the treaty, the executive branch prioritized FCPA enforcement domestically and increased DOJ and SEC resources for these cases.\(^{154}\) The DOJ substantially increased the number of attorneys who could bring FCPA

---

\(^{149}\) Hotchkiss, supra note 12, at 108 (referring to the FCPA as a “legal ‘sleeping dog’” due to limited number of enforcement actions).

\(^{150}\) GAO Report, supra note 64; see also Schmidt & Frank, supra note 12 (“The U.S. business community bitterly fought passage of the statute, complaining that the FCPA would tilt the playing field against U.S. companies in international marketplace . . . .”).

\(^{151}\) See The OECD Convention on Bribery: A Commentary 539 (Mark Pieth et al. eds., 2007); Sporkin, supra note 19, at 276; Guardian BAE Files, supra note 126 (series detailing, inter alia, ongoing U.K. ministerial support for BAE bribery).

\(^{152}\) Members of Congress were well aware of this complaint. For instance, Representative Michael Oxley, Chairman of the House Commerce and Finance Committee, explained, “America has the world’s strongest anti-bribery laws and a powerful Justice Department to enforce them. The problem is that our competitors have much looser rules and enforcement mechanisms against bribery.” See Rachel Witmer, House Panel Clears Bill to Strengthen Anti-Bribery Laws Under New Treaty, 30 Sec. Reg. & L. Rep. (BNA) No. 37, at 1353 (Sept. 18, 1998).

\(^{153}\) See Cleveland et al., supra note 15, at 210 (discussing the new era of FCPA enforcement by the DOJ and SEC in 1998).

\(^{154}\) Hotchkiss, supra note 12, at 110 (noting that the Clinton Administration stepped up enforcement of the FCPA through SEC and DOJ actions); Schmidt & Frank, supra note 12.
cases with the goal of investigating more cases.\textsuperscript{155} In 1998, the DOJ was thought to have over 75 FCPA cases under investigation and was anticipated to have significantly more by 2000.\textsuperscript{156} Similarly, the SEC was ramping up its investigative and prosecutorial resources.\textsuperscript{157} The SEC publicly advertised its intention to investigate more claims of foreign bribery, claiming that “Corporate America ha[d] gotten a little loose” about compliance with the FCPA\textsuperscript{158} and that these investigations were meant to “underscore the responsibilities of corporate management in the area of foreign payments.”\textsuperscript{159} Although the number of convictions or settlements in 1997 was not particularly high, the redirection of DOJ and SEC resources toward FCPA enforcement set the stage for the cases that would follow.

1. Number of Enforcement Actions

These investments in greater investigative and prosecutorial resources resulted in a spike in FCPA convictions and settlements for both agencies within a few years. Contemporary discussions of FCPA enforcement highlight that the shift in the government policy appears to have begun in 1997, when the enforcement agencies increased their capacity and started a number of investigations.\textsuperscript{160} There was, however, a lag in the resulting actions. This would probably be true in any enforcement area; it takes time for investments in investigations to pay off in convictions or settlements. It was particularly true with foreign bribery cases—where evidence of wrongdoing may be overseas or

\textsuperscript{155} Schmidt & Frank, supra note 12 (“Until recently, only a few prosecutors in the Criminal Division of the DOJ’s Fraud Section had responsibility for FCPA cases. Now all of them, as well as prosecutors in field offices of the U.S. attorney, are authorized to investigate potential FCPA violations.”).

\textsuperscript{156} See Mathews, supra note 66, at 306–08, 307 n.7; Schmidt & Frank, supra note 61 (“DOJ sources indicate that at least 75 cases are under investigation . . . .”).


\textsuperscript{158} Diamond, supra note 157, at 310 (quoting SEC Enforcement Division Director William McLucas).

\textsuperscript{159} SEC Officials Predict More FCPA Cases in Near Future, supra note 15, at 607 (quoting SEC Midwest Director Mary Keefe in relation to the SEC’s hope that its prosecution of Triton Energy for FCPA violations would be a “real message case” to issuers).

\textsuperscript{160} See SEC Officials Predict More FCPA Cases in Near Future, supra note 15, at 607; Schmidt & Frank, supra note 12.
otherwise difficult to find. As a result, a marked increase in FCPA settlements did not appear until 2001. After that period, the number of FCPA settlements continued to climb until the “explosive” record year of 2010, when there were fifty-six (in part due to the passage of Sarbanes-Oxley and the growth of corporate self-reporting that followed). FCPA prosecutions have continued to stay high after that period, with at least twenty enforcement actions a year.

Figure 1 provides the total number of FCPA settlements or convictions by either the DOJ or the SEC between 1977 and 2016. Figure 2 and Figure 3 break out the DOJ and SEC prosecutions separately, illustrating that the two agencies had a similar pattern of increased prosecutions after 1997.

\[Figure 1\]

\[DOJ/SEC Enforcement by Year\]
The numbers are startling. Before 2001, the U.S. government never brought more than five cases in any one year. The most common
outcome was to have one case or less brought by either agency in a given year. This situation changed radically in 2001 when the federal government brought twelve prosecutions, with each agency bringing six. The fifty-six prosecutions that were pursued in 2010 represent an all-time high for enforcement. Enforcement by the DOJ and SEC has continued to be robust, both in terms of the number of prosecutions and in the aggregate value of penalties from sanctioned entities (although there has been a slight drop in the absolute number of cases).

2. Penalties from Enforcement Actions

Not only have the absolute number of cases increased in the post-1997 enforcement era, but government prosecutors have extracted significantly higher penalties as well. In terms of penalties, 2016 was a record.

The penalties collected were not only higher because of the increased number of cases but also because of the higher penalties in each case. Table 1 compares the top ten FCPA penalties in the two enforcement eras and highlights two important issues. First, penalties are notably higher in the present era (1997–2016). Second, the majority of the top penalties were assessed against foreign corporations in the present era; by comparison, almost none of the top penalty cases were brought against foreign corporations before 1997 (foreign firms are shaded in Table 1). This is the key element of the U.S. government strategy that this article explores in depth.

---

166 Id.
167 Id.
168 Id.
169 Id.
170 See infra Table 1 and accompanying text.
172 See infra Section III.B.
Table 1: Top 10 FCPA Penalties, pre- and post-OECD (nominal $USD)\textsuperscript{173}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-OECD FCPA Penalties</th>
<th>Post-OECD FCPA Penalties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Firm (Headquarters, Year)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Enforcement Penalty (Nominal $USD)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Electric (USA, 1992)</td>
<td>68,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lockheed (USA, 1994)</td>
<td>25,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crawford Enterprises (USA, 1982)</td>
<td>4,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Steindler (USA, 1994)</td>
<td>1,700,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Napco International (USA, 1989)</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruston Gas Turbines (USA, 1982)</td>
<td>750,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary D. Bateman (USA, 1981)</td>
<td>530,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam P. Wallace, Inc. (USA, 1983)</td>
<td>530,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young and Rubicam (USA, 1989)</td>
<td>500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodyear International (USA, 1989)</td>
<td>250,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{173} This table aggregates data from the FCPAC, supra note 145, and Richard L. Cassin, Och-Ziff Takes Fourth Spot on Our New Top Ten List, FCPA Blog (Oct. 4, 2016) [hereinafter Cassin, Och-Ziff Takes Fourth Spot], http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2016/10/4/och-ziff-takes-fourth-spot-on-our-new-top-ten-list.html [https://perma.cc/9PJ4-DZ3L]. In the remainder of 2016, Teva Pharmaceuticals (Israel) and Odebrecht/Braskem (Brazil) also settled FCPA cases that could be considered as top ten, though there remains some debate as to aggregation of the value of settlement. See Richard L. Cassin, Reconsidered: Odebrecht and Braskem Are on Our FCPA Top Ten List, FCPA Blog (Dec. 29, 2016) [hereinafter Cassin, Reconsidered Top Ten List], http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2016/12/29/reconsidered-odebrecht-and-braskem-are-on-our-fcpa-top-ten-l.html [https://perma.cc/9CXM-Y9GW].
In the pre-1997 period, the largest FCPA penalty assessed was $68.5 million against GE in 1992.\textsuperscript{174} That penalty was more than double the next highest ($25 million), levied against Lockheed in 1994.\textsuperscript{175} Lockheed’s fine was more than ten times larger than the third highest fine of $1.5 million.\textsuperscript{176} By comparison, none of these fines would make the top ten in the post-1997 period. The highest penalty remains $800 million for Siemens SA in 2008, with a similar penalty assessed against Alstom ($772 million) in 2014.\textsuperscript{177}

The pre-1997 penalties are simply not comparable to those levied by prosecutors now, even accounting for inflation.\textsuperscript{178} Table 2 provides the

\textsuperscript{174} Memorandum on Behalf of General Electric Company Concerning Plea Agreement, United States v. Gen. Elec. Co., No. 92-CR-087 (S.D. Ohio July 22, 1992). While this fine was not particularly large, particularly given GE’s financial resources, the case was important in that it altered GE’s policy to one of no tolerance for foreign bribery. See Author Interview with Michael Gadbaw, supra note 71 (noting that then-CEO Jack Welsh decided that foreign bribery interfered with the company’s operations and it would no longer permit such practices domestically or overseas). Instead, GE built a business model based on business integrity, which included a ban on bribery. See Ben W. Heineman, Jr. & Fritz Heimann, The Long War Against Corruption, 85 Foreign Aff. 75, 83–85 (2006) (discussing the role of corporations in fighting corruption); Ben W. Heineman, Jr., Avoiding Integrity Land Mines, 85 Harv. Bus. Rev. 100, 101–03 (2007) (citing corruption). GE also became instrumental in lobbying the American government to form an international agreement that would bind non-American multinational companies to the same anti-bribery rules. See Abbott & Snidal, supra note 21, at S162–63; Tarullo, supra note 61, at 675.


\textsuperscript{178} This study cannot demonstrate with any statistical confidence that pre-2000 defendants received more lenient treatment given all of the factors present in their particular cases. It does not attempt to account for the extensiveness of the bribery, the participation of senior management in illegal activity, the profits made from the corrupt practices, the cooperation of the company with prosecutors, or any of the other multitude of factors that prosecutors consider when settling cases or seeking penalties in court. Indeed, it is not feasible to collect all of the information that would be necessary for such an analysis, including extensiveness of cooperation or quality of the prosecutor’s evidence. See the discussion in Garrett, Globalized Corporate Prosecutions, supra note 74. For an excellent study that attempts to analyze what is driving penalties with some variables omitted, see Stephen J. Choi & Kevin E. Davis, Foreign Affairs and Enforcement of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, 11 J. Empirical Legal Stud. 409 (2014).
top ten lists adjusted to 2016 dollars. The Technip SA penalty, the tenth highest in the present era, is easily more than double the combined ten highest penalties from the pre-1997 period, even accounting for inflation.\textsuperscript{179} The GE fine would not fall within the top twenty now, again accounting for inflation.\textsuperscript{180}

However, there is no particular reason to believe that the post-2000 cases were fundamentally more egregious than the pre-2000 cases. More importantly, the extent of the evidence of egregious behavior is itself dependent on how hard prosecutors scrutinize conduct. In the pre-2000 period, prosecutors did not prioritize FCPA cases and appear to have not been looking particularly hard for foreign bribery. For instance, very few attorneys at the DOJ or SEC worked on FCPA cases before the conclusion of the OECD Convention in 1997. See SEC Officials Predict More FCPA Cases in Near Future, supra note 15, at 607; Schmidt & Frank, supra note 12.

In addition, prosecutors now regularly require companies to undergo extensive internal investigations into whether any other instances of bribery can be found. This practice did not exist in the earlier era of FCPA enforcement. See Mathews, supra note 66, at 456. As a result, even if this study could account for all of the factors that went into a particular FCPA case, the comparison would still be not level because the investigative and prosecutorial practices changed over the period. Nonetheless, the magnitude in the difference in monetary penalties and the number of cases brought strongly indicates that there has been a shift in the U.S. government’s strategy of FCPA enforcement.

\textsuperscript{179} The Technip fine ($374 million in 2016 USD) is more than double the combined amount of the pre-OECD top ten ($174 million in 2016 USD).

\textsuperscript{180} Depending on treatment of certain settlement arrangements involving corporate subsidiaries, GE is either the 23rd or 24th largest fine in the 1977–2016 period. See FCPAC, supra note 145.
Table 2: Top 10 FCPA Penalties, pre- and post-OECD (2016 $USD)\textsuperscript{181}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-OECD FCPA Penalties</th>
<th>Post-OECD FCPA Penalties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Firm (Headquarters, Year)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Enforcement Penalty (2016 $USD)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Electric (USA, 1992)</td>
<td>116,580,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lockheed (USA, 1994)</td>
<td>40,280,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crawford Enterprises (USA, 1982)</td>
<td>9,900,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Steindler (USA, 1994)</td>
<td>2,740,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruston Gas Turbines (USA, 1982)</td>
<td>1,970,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Napco International (USA, 1989)</td>
<td>1,930,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary D. Bateman (USA, 1981)</td>
<td>1,392,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam P. Wallace, Inc. (USA, 1983)</td>
<td>1,270,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young &amp; Rubicam (USA, 1989)</td>
<td>962,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodyear International (USA, 1989)</td>
<td>481,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In sum, the U.S. government undertook a complete revolution in its enforcement policy of the FCPA around 1997. The fact that this shift occurred in two different agencies and has lasted for over two decades now indicates that this was not simply a change of priorities under one set of agency heads. Instead, the U.S. government consciously adopted a different approach to the statute that included substantial investments in investigations and prosecutions. While the Clinton Administration began

\textsuperscript{181} This table aggregates data from FCPAC, supra note 145, and Cassin, Reconsidered Top Ten List, supra note 173.
this process, it is a policy that has continued through changes in administrations from different political parties.182

What changed between 1977 and 1997 to convince the U.S. government to so dramatically reverse its enforcement policy? This Article argues that the international acceptance of anti-bribery principles made the U.S. government capable of strengthening its enforcement of the statute without imposing a competitive loss on American businesses. International acceptance of foreign anti-corruption norms, predominantly the entry into force of the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention, allowed American prosecutors to successfully target foreign and domestic corporations. Thus the U.S. government could ramp up prosecutions and yet provide the same “neutrality” for transnational business competition—that is, initially failing to enforce the FCPA before the OECD Convention and then bringing domestic and extraterritorial cases after the treaty. Federal prosecutions take several years to investigate and prosecute, so there is a natural lag between the event (here, the OECD Convention) and legal outcomes (FCPA convictions or settlements with domestic and foreign corporations). The next Section explores this dynamic in greater depth.

B. Assessing the Change in Enforcement

This Section examines the elements that ended the FCPA’s enforcement silence and created today’s vigorous enforcement regime. Two factors were critical in allowing the U.S. government to change its approach to enforcement in a manner that was politically viable. The first was the negotiation and conclusion of the OECD Convention. The treaty provided three essential components of the current enforcement picture: it created a consensus among the major exporting countries that foreign bribes should not be tolerated, it led to cross-national cooperation in gathering evidence to prosecute cases, and it held off foreign government resistance to the prosecution of “their” corporations. The second was the eventual passage of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.183 The Sarbanes-Oxley Act did not come into existence until 2002, so it was not part of the initial U.S. government decision to reinvigorate FCPA

182 See Vogl, supra note 36; Hotchkiss, supra note 12, at 108; Mathews, supra note 66, at 305–08; Tarullo, supra note 61, at 677.

enforcement. However, the passage of Sarbanes-Oxley provided DOJ and SEC attorneys with a much wider toolkit to prosecute FCPA cases and was almost certainly a cause of the spike in FCPA cases in the mid-2000s.

This Section unpacks the history of FCPA enforcement with reference to American business competitiveness concerns and the U.S. government’s strategy for addressing these concerns. The entry into force of the OECD Convention allowed the U.S. government to implement a new strategy toward enforcement that did not decrease the competitiveness of American businesses. The passage of Sarbanes-Oxley then sped up this enforcement trend.

1. Revisiting the FCPA’s First Two Decades

From the outset, it seemed that the FCPA would be a difficult statute to enact and defend from repeal. The statute arguably was quite costly to American businesses, depriving them of the ability to compete for international contracts against foreign multinational corporations, which were not similarly regulated. The FCPA was also allegedly costly to the American economy, exacerbating U.S. trade deficits and undermining U.S. competitiveness in overseas markets.

In the first two decades after the enactment of the FCPA, American business losses from the statute were arguably moderate to low. While the statute existed on the books, the DOJ and SEC did not make the FCPA a priority and did not dedicate substantial resources toward its enforcement. While the existence of anti-bribery laws on the books might well have deterred some American businesses from bribing foreign government officials, both the risk of getting caught and the

---

184 Gutterman, supra note 28, at 109–11.
185 Id. at 114; GAO Report, supra note 64, at 17.
186 GAO Report, supra note 64, at 14.
187 See supra Section III.A; see also Cleveland et al., supra note 15, at 217 (arguing that, in its first two decades, the FCPA’s “expected cost [to American companies] was close to zero”).
188 Cleveland et al., supra note 15, at 205. In the first five years, only one company was prosecuted for overseas bribery and was fined a mere $50,000. See Plea Agreement, United States v. Kenny Int’l Corp., No. 79-CR-372 (D.D.C. filed Aug. 2, 1979). In the first ten years of the statute, the DOJ brought a total of fourteen cases and, again, settled these cases for low monetary fines.
sanctions for a violation did not support a high level of deterrence. National business groups certainly lobbied for changes to weaken the law, including heightened knowledge requirements (thus making payments to intermediaries an easier way to bribe) and lower accounting standards (making such payments easier to hide).

Much of what business groups wanted—very light monitoring and sympathetic settlements—could better be achieved through unilateral executive branch action. With the election of President Reagan in 1981, the executive branch was particularly concerned with the U.S. trade deficit and maintaining U.S. competitiveness. Reagan appointees were openly skeptical of the FCPA, further lowering expectations of enforcement. In effect, American firms could continue to see bribery as a (slightly higher) cost of doing business internationally. This is not to say that bribery was (or is) a good business model, but rather that American businesses’ perceived costs of the FCPA were likely not overly significant through the first twenty years.

During the mid-1990s, some major American businesses started to change their views concerning what their preferred level of FCPA enforcement was. Most notably, GE determined that it did not want to weaken the FCPA but, rather, to apply it to more firms, both in the United States and overseas. GE was one of the few companies prosecuted for an FCPA violation in the early 1990s. In 1992, the DOJ alleged that GE had paid $11 million in bribes while selling aircraft engines to the Israeli government (the deal netted GE $300 million in

---

189 See SEC Officials Predict More FCPA Cases in Near Future, supra note 15, at 608 (noting that the FCPA had not been at the forefront of the minds of corporate executives due to the SEC’s lack of enforcement).
190 Gutterman, supra note 28, at 114–18.
191 In 1988, the business groups did successfully lobby Congress to amend the statute, but the changes did not substantially weaken the formal legal constraint. See supra Section I.A.
192 Gutterman, supra note 28, at 115–17.
193 Id. at 117, 122.
194 See Schmidt & Frank, supra note 12 (discussing how American businesses had been ignoring the FCPA as the DOJ and SEC failed to enforce the statute’s provisions).
196 Heineman, supra note 61 (discussing the desire to level up rather than weaken enforcement of the FCPA).
revenue).\textsuperscript{197} GE settled the case and agreed to penalties totaling $68.5 million.\textsuperscript{198} While the penalties were modest given GE’s size and revenue from the project, Jack Welch, GE’s CEO, reportedly determined that GE would establish internal systems to make sure that such corrupt payments would not be repeated.\textsuperscript{199}

GE determined that if it was going to play by strong anti-bribery rules, then it wanted its competitors, foreign and domestic, to do so as well.\textsuperscript{200} GE and other like-minded American firms became very active in lobbying at home and overseas for more robust anti-bribery measures.\textsuperscript{201} American companies became key players in the International Chamber of Commerce (the major business group that pushed for the negotiation and ratification of the OECD Convention) and helped support NGOs such as Transparency International.\textsuperscript{202}

This shift in the outlook of American businesses toward foreign corruption was necessary for the political viability of strong FCPA enforcement. It produced a demand among large American multinational companies (such as GE, Boeing, and Merck) to increase enforcement globally.\textsuperscript{203} The key was to make these anti-bribery rules effective against domestic and foreign competitors. To do so, these American businesses joined the U.S. government (specifically, the new Clinton Administration) in pushing other developed economies to adopt similar rules.\textsuperscript{204}

2. The Effects of the OECD Convention

The negotiation and conclusion of the OECD Convention represented an agreement by all of the major exporting countries that foreign bribery was illegitimate and should be criminalized. Countries further agreed to

\textsuperscript{197} See FCPAC, supra note 145, Enforcement Action 22.
\textsuperscript{198} Id.
\textsuperscript{199} Author Interview with Michael Gadbaw, supra note 71. Welch viewed corruption as a “quality issue.” He decided that just like having systems that would catch engine failures, the company had to establish procedures to end any foreign corruption. Id.
\textsuperscript{200} Heineman, supra note 61.
\textsuperscript{201} Vogl, supra note 36, at 180–81.
\textsuperscript{202} Id.
\textsuperscript{203} Id.; see also Goldhaber, supra note 140 (discussing how American businesses were pushing for international anti-bribery laws as far back as the Reagan administration but that their lobbying efforts did not pay off until the late 1990s).
\textsuperscript{204} Tarullo, supra note 61, at 675–76.
provide each other with mutual legal support for any national prosecution. While the OECD Convention has been described as disappointing in its stated goal of having every OECD member aggressively enforce foreign anti-corruption laws, it has been incredibly effective in enabling a robust and broadly extraterritorial enforcement of the FCPA by American regulators. The OECD Convention was (and is) instrumental in allowing the United States to establish a strong enforcement regime that covers most major multinational firms. The treaty did not turn out to be effective in the manner that the designers had expected, namely establishing multiple nation-based enforcement centers. But the treaty nonetheless has been responsible, at least in part, for ushering in a new era of foreign anti-bribery law enforcement. The treaty has been incredibly effective in increasing anti-bribery enforcement by enabling robust U.S. efforts. OECD member states support these American enforcement efforts, in part through active evidence collection, even though these states do not bring many cases of their own.

This Article argues that the OECD Convention is an essential part of the modern FCPA enforcement approach because it has established a clear path for prosecuting American and foreign firms equally. In this sense, other countries’ enforcement was not necessary (although their cooperation with prosecutions was) for the treaty to be effective, because the United States could prosecute dominant American and foreign firms on its own. This capability to increase enforcement dramatically, but not hurt the international competitiveness of American businesses abroad, was a critical issue, one that the U.S. government and some American corporations had been working toward for years. With other major exporting countries in agreement that foreign bribery was an activity that must be condemned and prosecuted, American prosecutors

205 Id. at 666–67 (describing the OECD Convention as ineffective); Heineman, supra note 61.

206 Author Interview with Michael Gadkaw, supra note 71. More OECD nations are now becoming serious enforcers of their own national foreign anti-bribery statutes. See Transparency International Report, supra note 141, at 7; Brewster OECD, supra note 73, at 109; Spahn, supra note 89, at 1. For a discussion of why other nations have increased their enforcement, see Kaczmarek & Newman, supra note 89, at 760. For a discussion of where the international regime might be headed, see Rachel Brewster & Christine Dryden, Building Multilateral Anticorruption Enforcement: Analogies Between International Trade & Anti-Bribery Law (unpublished manuscript) (on file with author).

207 See infra notes 228–38 and accompanying text.
had the legitimacy and the cross-national legal assistance to enforce the FCPA against foreign and domestic companies.

The OECD was decisive because it provided three valuable pieces to the enforcement puzzle: social, political, and legal justifications for American prosecutions. While U.S. prosecutors had long had broad jurisdictional authority over foreign companies,²⁰⁸ they did not have foreign government support for these claims, which made prosecutions difficult. The treaty addressed these issues and provided a path for greater American enforcement. Table 3 summarizes these effects.

**Table 3: Causal Effects of the OECD Convention on U.S. Enforcement**

| Social Effects                                      | (1) Cements the growing consensus that foreign bribery should not be tolerated.  
|                                                   | (2) Establishes a binding legal principle that member governments must criminalize foreign bribery in their domestic law.  
| Political Effects                                  | (1) Resolves the collective action concern of OECD states that they will suffer adverse economic effects unless they act in unison.  
|                                                   | (2) Provides for the very broad use of states’ extraterritorial jurisdiction in prosecuting foreign bribery.  
| Legal Effects                                      | (1) Demands nations aid each other in the collection of evidence through formal channels.  
|                                                   | (2) Creates anti-bribery offices in other OECD countries whose regulators provide information sharing formally and informally.  

First, the OECD Convention solidified the changing social understanding of foreign corruption by NGOs, the World Bank, and development economists into a clear and unequivocal rejection of foreign bribery by OECD governments. This was a significant step in building a government consensus against tolerance of bribes. Foreign governments had resisted previous U.S. treaty overtures and anti-bribery prosecution because they did not agree with the policy. The treaty effectively eliminated the argument that the United States was being

²⁰⁸ Prosecutors had jurisdiction for issuers (including ADRs) but did not (pre-1998) have the broad territorial jurisdiction that they now possess. See supra Section I.A.
morally imperialistic and unreasonable in bringing criminal cases against firms for foreign corrupt practices.209

Until the OECD Convention established that these acts should be criminalized, there was a veneer of legitimacy to foreign “improper payments.” OECD governments might not accept corruption as legitimate in their own country, but it was acceptable abroad. For instance, British Trade and Industry Minister Lord Young opined, “When you are talking about kickbacks, you’re talking about something that...you wouldn’t dream of doing here. But there are parts of the world I’ve been to where we all know it happens. And if you want to be in business, then you have to do [it].”210 Other national leaders viewed corruption as a legitimate means of competing with American economic and political power.211 A World Bank official recounts that:

Swedish diplomats explained to me... that it was all very well for the United States to tell its arms manufacturers not to pay foreign bribes while at the same time deploying the huge power of the White House and US embassies around the world to twist the arms of host governments to buy American products. . . .

Similar attitudes prevailed in many European governments. A senior French official told me that in the arms industry the French were forced to use bribes to compete with the major American companies, which received huge subsidies from the Pentagon and the US Export-Import Bank. . . .212

209 See Michael J. Hershman, Criminalized Foreign Bribery Will Improve Trade, Nat’l L.J., Apr. 27, 1998, at A23 (“[T]he OECD treaty will directly challenge those countries that have resisted change and have continually claimed that America was simply trying to export its own brand of morality.”).
210 Fredrik Galtung, supra note 109, at 19–20 (also cited in Carozza, supra note 110, at 2). Galtung also quotes a German source, noting:

Father Lay, a leading German theologian and management consultant on business ethics, went so far as to state... that the only “moral issue pertaining to corruption in international trade is jobs,” by which he presumably meant the potential loss of jobs—in particular, German jobs—that might ensue from corruption exposure and prosecution.

Id. at 20; see Abbott & Snidal, supra note 21, at S158–59.
211 See Cockcroft, supra note 69, at 112, 156 (discussing foreign industrial resistance to the OECD and noting that “Prime Minister Callaghan of the UK was reported to have said that his country, with an eye on arms sales to the Middle East, ‘could not afford [domestic legislation comparable to the FCPA]’”).
212 Vogl, supra note 36, at 181.
The OECD agreement was an unmistakable statement that foreign bribery was illegitimate and could not be justified by a nation’s commercial interests, such as maintaining jobs or promoting exports, or foreign policy.\(^{213}\) The treaty not only crystallized the growing social opposition to foreign bribery, but it also established as a hard legal principle that all OECD states must criminalize such activity in their own national law. The OECD demand to prohibit foreign bribery was particularly strict. Article 5 of the treaty emphasized that enforcement “shall not be influenced by considerations of national economic interest, the potential effect of relations with another State or the identity of the natural or legal persons involved.”\(^{214}\)

This joint agreement to an anti-corruption principle contradicted foreign governments’ previous position that the U.S. policy did not reflect other major exporting countries’ policies or values.\(^{215}\) The OECD Convention was a major breakthrough in constituting a new international legal regime that upended older views of corruption as harmless and acceptable.\(^{216}\) Anti-bribery efforts were no longer a naïve, overly moralistic American ideal. As a result, foreign governments were no longer able to push back against U.S. prosecutions as foreign interference that represented unique American norms or policies.\(^{217}\)

On the social dimension, the OECD Convention was itself a consequence of much of the policy debate about the harms of bribery in


\(^{214}\) OECD Anti-Bribery Convention, supra note 137, art. 5.

\(^{215}\) See Mark Pieth, Introduction to The OECD Convention on Bribery: A Commentary, supra note 213, at 3, 14–19 (discussing the OECD parties’ 1997 informal agreement to criminalize foreign bribery and the transition to the formal Convention with an anti-corruption “system”).

\(^{216}\) Contemporary commentators also viewed the OECD as a significant breakthrough in terms of rejecting corrupt practices. See Matt Morley, Combating Bribery, Nat’l L.J., Mar. 27, 2000, at B7 (law firm partner and corporate department head arguing that the OECD “convention represents an enormous step towards global anti-bribery standards”); Goldhaber, supra note 140 (observing that “[b]y far the most important step that non-U.S. players have taken against corruption came in 1998 with the signing of the OECD [treaty]”); Matt Kelly, Mobil Investigation May Be Harbinger: FCPA Probes on the Rise, Nat’l L.J., May 26, 2003, at 13 (noting that the OECD Convention’s standardization of international anti-corruption rules in 1998 was critical to bringing extraterritorial enforcement actions).

\(^{217}\) See Hershman, supra note 209 (discussing how one of the major effects of the OECD Convention will be to end the perception that American officials were simply exporting their own unique brand of morality).
the World Bank and elsewhere. The treaty was clearly following the anti-corruption social movement and reflected the views of government officials that the status quo of openly permitting (if not subsidizing) foreign corruption by domestic corporations was probably unsustainable. Nonetheless, the OECD Convention was itself important because it represented a turn from a diffuse change in the social understanding of bribery to a legal regime binding on all major exporting governments. The treaty was not inevitable.\textsuperscript{218} The binding nature of the convention (an exception to the OECD’s normal practice of issuing nonbinding recommendations) and the strong principles against foreign bribery all represented significant moves forward in cementing a new government consensus that foreign corruption was no longer tolerable. The U.S. negotiators advocating for the treaty were not ahead of the anti-bribery social movement; however, they did not waste the opportunity presented to secure a legal agreement.\textsuperscript{219}

The OECD Convention also solved two political problems for OECD countries. The first was one of assurance among OECD members that they would act collectively. The OECD’s major exporting states were concerned that if they did not act in unison then they might suffer economic losses. This concern was evident in the OECD Convention’s notable provision that the treaty would not enter into force until “five of the ten countries which have the ten largest export shares . . . and which represent by themselves at least sixty per cent of the combined total exports of those ten countries, have deposited their instruments of acceptance, approval, or ratification.”\textsuperscript{220} The treaty provided major exporters with reassurance that they would not undercut each other’s anti-bribery efforts in an attempt to win greater foreign market share.

The treaty also solved an American political problem of jurisdictional aggressiveness. While U.S. law may allow prosecutors broad extraterritorial jurisdiction or permit Congress to adopt policies that affect foreign business, such uses for adjudicative or legislative

\textsuperscript{218} See Tarullo, supra note 61, at 668–80; see also Kenneth W. Abbott, supra note 101, at 278–79, 293–94 (discussing the failure to achieve these policy goals in GATT/WTO negotiations); Gadbaw & Richards, supra note 130, at 231–34 (similarly discussing the difficulty of achieving any of these goals through WTO negotiations).

\textsuperscript{219} Abbott & Snidal, supra note 21, at S164, S167; Tarullo, supra note 61, at 678–79.

\textsuperscript{220} OECD Anti-Bribery Convention, supra note 137, art. 15.
jurisdiction can lead to pushback by foreign governments. Other governments can threaten to retaliate by targeting American firms or otherwise impose political costs on the broad exercise of American jurisdictional power. Even if the foreign governments agree with the principles being promoted, they can object to the means by which countries promote these principles. The FCPA had long included jurisdiction for prosecutors to act with only minor territorial ties, but the use of this jurisdiction, without multilateral consent, could be controversial abroad and counterproductive to promoting legal assistance.

To address claims that the FCPA would be jurisdictionally overreaching by pursuing foreign persons or corporations with limited territorial ties to the United States, American negotiators included very broad bases for jurisdiction into the OECD Convention. Article 4 highlights that countries “shall take such measures as may be necessary to establish its jurisdiction over the bribery of a foreign public official when the offence is committed in whole or in part in its territory.” The official commentary states that “[t]he territorial basis for jurisdiction should be interpreted broadly so that an extensive physical connection to the bribery act is not required.” This explicit multilateral endorsement of broad jurisdictional rules provided for American FCPA enforcement when any act in furtherance of a foreign bribe touched on American territory, including uses of the American banking system. As Professor Mark Pieth, an observer of the negotiations, stated, “The

---

221 See EEOC v. Arabian Am. Oil Co., 499 U.S. 244, 248 (1991) ("Congress has the authority to enforce its laws beyond the territorial boundaries of the United States. Whether Congress has in fact exercised that authority in these cases is a matter of statutory construction." (citations omitted)).


223 OECD Anti-Bribery Convention, supra note 137, art. 4(1). The article also permits claims against nationals acting anywhere in the world without any territorial ties. See id. art. 4(2). Pursuing nationals is less controversial than pursuing non-nationals when there are only limited territorial ties.

224 OECD Anti-Bribery Convention, supra note 137, cmt. 25.

Convention interpretation is clear: even the slightest of connections is sufficient.\textsuperscript{226} By unambiguously endorsing a very broad jurisdictional approach, the OECD Convention blunted foreign government objections that the FCPA jurisdictional provisions were overly aggressive.\textsuperscript{227} As a result, it was politically more difficult for foreign governments to threaten retaliation in response to FCPA prosecutions.

Finally, the treaty addressed the critical legal problem of collecting evidence. Before the OECD Convention, the lack of cooperation in evidence gathering was a severe problem to bring cases against foreign corporations. OECD governments, resisting the idea that foreign bribery should be prosecuted, refused to cooperate with American efforts.\textsuperscript{228} Without access to key documents, prosecutors might have had the jurisdictional power to charge foreign corporations but were hamstrung in their efforts to bring FCPA cases against foreign firms.\textsuperscript{229}

\textsuperscript{226} Id. at 277.

\textsuperscript{227} Although FCPA cases are often called “extraterritorial,” there is always some territorial connection to the defendant when the defendant is not a national and is thus addressed by the OECD interpretation. The territorial connection may not be the offer or acceptance of the bribe but may instead be some other territorial connection such as depositing the bribe in an American bank account. These cases are nonetheless referred to as extraterritorial because some key elements did occur outside the nation’s territory. The U.S. Supreme Court has found cases to involve the extraterritorial application of American law notwithstanding territorial links to the claim. See Morrison v. Australian Nat’l Bank Ltd., 561 U.S. 247, 266 (2010) (finding that whether a claim involves an extraterritorial application of law “[i]s not self-evidently dispositive, but . . . requires further analysis. For it is a rare case of prohibited extraterritorial application that lacks all contact with the territory of the United States . . . . In Aramco, for example, the Title VII plaintiff had been hired in Houston, and was an American citizen. The Court concluded, however, that neither that territorial event nor that relationship was the ‘focus’ of congressional concern but rather domestic employment.” (citations omitted). Thus the claim involved an extraterritorial application of the law.


\textsuperscript{228} Kelly, supra note 216 (observing that, until the OECD Convention, FCPA “cases have been difficult to prove because other nations didn’t bother to cooperate with U.S. authorities”).

\textsuperscript{229} Id.; Goldhaber, supra note 140 (discussing how the OECD has finally extended the reach of the FCPA by promoting cross-national evidence sharing).
The OECD Convention has promoted information sharing both formally and informally. On a formal level, the treaty committed governments to providing mutual legal assistance in gathering evidence and sharing information. Proseutors can make requests to their overseas counterparts for documents or to find individuals. This formal legal assistance is frequently acknowledged by the DOJ in their settlements. Aid in evidence gathering also often occurs in a less formal and less centralized manner. Investigators and prosecutors are able to reach out to foreign counterparts without necessarily going through their national governments. As a result, cooperative relationships can form even without the encouragement (or even with the discouragement) of high-level political (and often elected) leaders.

In addition, the OECD’s requirement that countries enact domestic laws to criminalize bribery has created government offices whose regulators are responsible for investigating claims of bribery. Even if foreign governments do not prosecute many cases themselves, the fact that all OECD states have government offices with jurisdiction over foreign corrupt practices provides American officials with a host of

---

230 Timothy L. Dickinson et al., The Year in Review, in White Collar Crime 2009: Prosecutors and Regulators Speak 677, 685 (James Benjamin, Jr. & Claudius Sokenu eds., 2009) (“The Siemens and KBR cases illustrate new levels of international collaboration. The SEC press release regarding the KBR settlement thanked law enforcement entities in France, Italy, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom for their assistance. At a press conference announcing the Siemens settlement, U.S. Attorney for the District of Columbia, Jeffrey A. Taylor, praised the working relationship established among enforcement authorities in the U.S. and Germany, stating that ‘the coordinated efforts . . . in this case set the standard for multinational cooperation in the fight against corrupt business practices.’”).

231 See, e.g., Press Release No. 10-209, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, BAE Systems PLC Pleads Guilty and Ordered to Pay $400 Million Criminal Fine (Mar. 1, 2010) (recognizing British assistance); Press Release No. 09-112, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Kellogg Brown & Root LLC Pleads Guilty to Foreign Bribery Charges and Agrees to Pay $402 Million Criminal Fine (Feb. 11, 2009) (recognizing that “[s]ignificant assistance was provided by the SEC’s Division of Enforcement and by the authorities in France, Italy, Switzerland and the United Kingdom”). There is reason to believe that there is more cooperation than is publicly acknowledged. The U.S. prosecution of a home corporation is not politically popular, and foreign counterparts might find that publicly cooperating with the United States is not a career advancing move. In these instances, foreign officials have been known to quietly pass information and evidence over to U.S. authorities. See Author Interview with Frank Vogl, supra note 71 (discussing such instances).


233 Author Interview with Frank Vogl, supra note 71.
foreign regulators who share their mandate.\textsuperscript{234} These foreign investigations can be fertile ground for evidence sharing. For instance, the French government’s investigation into Technip’s bribery of Nigerian officials resulted in tips to American officials regarding Technip’s and Halliburton’s activities in Nigeria.\textsuperscript{235} Similarly, the American case against BAE Systems (“BAE”) was built on the British investigations into the company, an investigation that was shut down for political reasons in the United Kingdom but later resulted in a joint U.S.-U.K. settlement.\textsuperscript{236}

Through formal and informal channels, the OECD Convention has resulted in much more transnational cooperation in evidence gathering.\textsuperscript{237} Both the treaty’s legal obligations and greater foreign law enforcement interest in corruption has resulted in more investigations and greater willingness to share evidence.\textsuperscript{238} This expanded cooperation has been critical to a spike in successful American prosecutions.\textsuperscript{239}

The OECD Convention was fundamental to the U.S. strategy of providing international-competition neutral enforcement, not because it depended on other OECD countries also enforcing their laws, but because it opened a legal and politically clear path for enforcing the FCPA against foreign and domestic firms. The DOJ and the SEC then proceeded down this path.

U.S. government officials were not shy in advertising their transnational enforcement strategy. Top officials at the DOJ were (and are) clear that they planned to pursue a cross-national portfolio of FCPA cases as a means of leveling the playing field of international commerce.

\textsuperscript{234} Goldhaber, supra note 140 (observing that “[t]he new OECD laws have spawned a worldwide cadre of corruption regulators that can cooperate with U.S. corruption fighters”).

\textsuperscript{235} Id.; see also Kelly, supra note 216 (discussing how foreign tips and evidence sharing have resulted in several FCPA cases).

\textsuperscript{236} Guardian BAE files, supra note 126.

\textsuperscript{237} Kelly, supra note 216 (discussing the effects of the OECD Convention on evidence sharing in specific cases); Goldhaber, supra note 140 (same).

\textsuperscript{238} Even in the early years of the OECD Convention, commentators noted the importance of foreign evidence sharing to American prosecutions. See Raymond Banoun, Corporate Self-Policing Avoids Trouble, Nat’l. L.J., June 17, 2002, at B13 (“The number of [bribery] investigations of such questionable payments and the misuse of corporate assets has soared as a result of increasing international cooperation by law enforcement agencies.”); Kelly, supra note 216 (discussing the importance of the greater evidence sharing to successful FCPA prosecutions in the late 1990s and early 2000s).

\textsuperscript{239} Dickinson, supra note 230, at 5–6; see Gourley & Fletcher, supra note 232, at 4–5.
Former Assistant Attorney General Lanny A. Breuer, after making a more general argument that anti-bribery laws were good for business by ensuring the integrity of international markets, explicitly argued that the FCPA did not hurt U.S. business because of the scale of foreign prosecutions:

Another unfounded criticism that I’m aware of is that FCPA enforcement puts American businesses at a competitive disadvantage vis-à-vis their foreign counterparts. I could not disagree more. First, we do not only prosecute U.S. companies and individuals under the FCPA. Indeed, over the last five years, more than half of our corporate FCPA resolutions have involved foreign companies or U.S. subsidiaries of foreign companies.

Second, the United States, through its FCPA enforcement efforts, leads by example; and other countries are following.240

Other DOJ officials have similarly stated that FCPA prosecutions are aimed at establishing equal liability for foreign and domestic firms for foreign bribery. Former Assistant Attorney General Alice Fisher argued that targeting foreign firms as well as domestic ones was part of the DOJ’s effort to address corruption’s long-term harm in emerging markets, noting:

---


[T]here are some who have suggested recently that FCPA enforcement is “bad for business.” To me, this is a little like saying that our public corruption prosecutions are “bad for government.” It’s exactly upside down. As Attorney General Holder explained to an audience earlier this year, bribery in international business transactions weakens economic development; it undermines confidence in the marketplace; and it distorts competition.

So let me be perfectly clear about the Justice Department’s views on that topic: FCPA enforcement is not bad for business; it is, instead, vital to ensuring the integrity of our markets. Our FCPA enforcement program serves not only to hold accountable those who corrupt foreign officials, but in doing so it also serves to make the international business climate more transparent and fair for everyone. FCPA enforcement both roots out foreign corruption and deters it from taking hold in the first place.

Id.
But let me be very clear about one point. We are not combating corruption and enforcing the FCPA just because it is good for the Justice Department. We are doing so because it is good for U.S. business.

For those of you who are employed by or represent U.S. companies that want to play by the rules, the Justice Department’s FCPA enforcement efforts benefit you and your clients.

By enforcing the FCPA, and by encouraging our counterparts around the world to enforce their own anti-corruption laws, we are making sure that your competitors do not gain an unfair advantage when competing for business overseas.\textsuperscript{241}

Fisher then continued by highlighting the DOJ’s FCPA case against the Norwegian company Statoil.\textsuperscript{242}

The results of this strategy are immediately noticeable looking at the top ten all-time FCPA fines. The Table suggests (but does not demonstrate) that the U.S. government is concerned with not imposing a disproportionate burden on U.S. businesses. Seven of the top ten cases are foreign firms; the top U.S. fines come in at third, fourth, and eighth.\textsuperscript{243} France alone has as many companies on the top ten list (second, sixth, and tenth) as the United States. Foreign firms also hold the number eleven and twelve spots.\textsuperscript{244}

\textsuperscript{241} Alice S. Fisher, Assistant Attorney Gen., U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Prepared Remarks of Alice S. Fisher, Assistant Attorney General United States Department of Justice at the American Bar Association National Institute on the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (Oct. 16, 2006), at 2–3, https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/criminal-fraud/legacy/2010/04/11/10-16-06AAGFCPASpeech.pdf [https://perma.cc/KZ7A-4Y32]. Other contemporary sources also discuss the DOJ and SEC strategy of expanding their enforcement targets to foreign and domestic firms. See Goldhaber, supra note 140 ("The biggest news for bribers is that Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) investigations have spiked, and companies abroad are being targeted. If foreign palms are getting less greasy, it’s because foreign bribers fear the long arm of U.S. law.").


\textsuperscript{243} This Table aggregates data from the FCPAC, supra note 145, and Cassin, Reconsidered Top Ten List, supra note 173.

\textsuperscript{244} Eleventh place is held by JGC Corporation (Japan) with a $218.8 million resolution in 2011; the twelfth-place finisher is Daimler AG (Germany) with a $185 million resolution in 2010. As noted supra note 173, Teva Pharmaceuticals (Israel) and Odebrecht/Braskem (Brazil) also settled FCPA cases in 2016 that could be considered as top ten, though there remains some debate as to aggregation of value of settlement across national sanctions and
This Table (while suggestive) does not control for the size of the bribe, the level of corporate benefit from the bribe, the degree to which top management was involved in the bribery scheme, the level of cooperation with U.S. officials, or the quality of evidence; so it is not evidence that the DOJ and SEC are making sure that as many foreign firms face prosecution as American ones. However, some commentators have maintained that the U.S. policy of seeking high fines against foreign firms is discriminatory and violates general international legal principles of equal treatment before the law. While most commentators (including the author) would strongly resist the idea that the DOJ or SEC are purposefully discriminatory toward foreign firms, one study has found that foreign firms face higher FCPA fines than American ones. Professors Stephen Choi and Kevin Davis find that the DOJ assesses greater FCPA penalties against foreign firms than domestic ones, even accounting for the size of the bribe and whether the firm voluntarily disclosed the illegal activity, although not controlling for the quality of the evidence, the participation of senior executives, or the level of cooperation.

At minimum, there is little doubt that American officials are interested in pursuing cases against foreign, as well as domestic, companies. This U.S. government strategy of lowering the competitive costs of the FCPA to American firms is not accidental. While violations of the FCPA are certainly costly for American firms that make illicit payments overseas, the U.S. government strategy is not to make it disproportionately harmful to American industry compared to other major exporting states. It is important to emphasize that the DOJ and SEC appear to be even-handed in their application of the FCPA. Most FCPA cases are brought against American companies or their foreign subsidiaries. The largest fines have been against foreign corporations, but there is not strong evidence that these settlements are unrelated to across corporate subsidiaries. See Richard L. Cassin, Reconsidered Top Ten List, supra note 173.

245 Annalisa Leibold, The Extraterritorial Application of the FCPA Under International Law, 51 Willamette L. Rev. 225, 253–60 (2015) (arguing that the United States’ “targeting” of foreign firms for FCPA prosecution is a violation of international law and has the effect of giving U.S. companies an unfair competitive edge in the global marketplace).

246 Choi & Davis, supra note 178, at 409, 440.

247 Id. at 419–20, 424, 440.

248 FCPAC, supra note 145.
important sentencing factors such as the level of executive involvement in the corrupt practices and the quality of the evidence. The U.S. government also primarily brings cases when the foreign firms’ home regulators have failed to act. When other national prosecutors have adopted strong enforcement policies, the DOJ and SEC have been willing to defer to those prosecutions.249

The OECD Anti-Bribery Convention allowed U.S. authorities to achieve a competition-neutral strategy by making use of the FCPA’s (long dormant) expansive jurisdiction. U.S. prosecutors had the jurisdiction to bring these cases since the FCPA’s 1977 enactment, and several post-1977 legal and economic developments widened the FCPA’s long-standing jurisdictional net. The original FCPA statute gave U.S. authorities jurisdiction over any company, foreign or domestic, that listed on an American exchange. At the time, there were few foreign companies that did so—although some offered American Deposit Receipts (“ADRs”). In 1977, the SEC did not classify the foreign companies offering an ADR (which is essentially a dollar-denominated mirror of a foreign listing) as issuers under its information-supplying exemption for certain offerings.250 In the early 1980s, however, the SEC changed its definitions and classified foreign issuers of exchange-listed ADRs as subject to SEC treatment as “issuers,” which brought them

---

249 An example is the U.K. Serious Fraud Office’s (“SFO”) anti-bribery prosecution against Rolls Royce. In that case, American prosecutors not only deferred but also provided legal support to the SFO. See Author Interview with SFO officials (Apr. 21, 2016) (on file with the Virginia Law Review Association).

250 The SEC adopted Rule 12g3-2 in 1967 in the course of implementing the 1964 amendments to the Exchange Act. This rule allowed the SEC to exempt certain foreign securities from registration. U.S. Sec. & Exch. Comm’n, Release Notice, Release No. 8066, 32 Fed. Reg. 7845, 1967 WL 88908 (Apr. 28, 1967). Among the types of securities issued by foreign issuers specifically eligible for exemption under Rule 12g3-2 were ADRs. Id. at 7847 (“American Depositary Receipts for the securities of any foreign company are also exempted from registration under Section 12(g) [now 15 U.S.C. § 78l(g)] of the Act. These ADR’s are exempt because their registration by the issuer of the receipt would provide investors with no significant information concerning the deposited securities.”).

Exemptions for ADRs were available if the foreign issuer provided the SEC with the information the foreign issuer provided to its own foreign regulator. Id. (“The exemption will continue so long as all such information continues to be furnished promptly after it is made public or sent to security holders. The required information may be furnished either by the issuer or by a government official or agency of the issuer’s country. Issuers exempt under this provision are not required to file reports pursuant to Section 13 of the Act.”).
under FCPA coverage. At the time, the number of foreign-issuer ADRs was limited, but it had expanded notably by 1997, with almost all major multinational corporations listed on American exchanges (either directly or indirectly through ADRs). In addition, in passing the 1998 amendments to the FCPA, Congress expanded the statute’s jurisdiction to include any bribery activity that touches U.S. territory. As a result,

251 In 1982, the SEC issued a notice “publishing for comment revisions of a current rule exempting certain foreign securities from registration under the Securities Exchange Act of 1935 that would generally treat foreign securities quoted in NASDAQ the same as foreign securities listed on a United States (‘U.S.’) exchange.” U.S. Sec. & Exch. Comm’n, Foreign Securities, Release No. 6433, 1982 WL 529098, at *1 (Oct. 28, 1982). The changes were intended to address in part the practice of foreign issuers utilizing Rule 12g3-2 exemptions to list on NASDAQ (which was, at the time, not considered a traditional exchange, but, rather, an “automated interdealer system for electronically disseminating quotations”). Id. at *2. The SEC noted that participation in and listing on NASDAQ (and utilization of similar mechanisms involving quotations, like ADRs) constituted behavior sufficiently voluntary to fall under the regulatory ambit of “issuing” a security. Id.

Because most ADR-issuing foreign firms fit into a similar “information-supplying exemption,” similar treatment of the ADR exemptions made its way into the final promulgated rule. In both instances, the SEC took issue with the inadequacy of the “information-supplying exemption” given the perceived equivalence of behavior in listing securities on such exchanges. Id. at *2, *4; Mark A. Saunders, American Depositary Receipts: An Introduction to U.S. Capital Markets for Foreign Companies, 17 Fordham Int’l L.J. 48, 58–61 (1993) (discussing application of the “voluntarism principle” to ADR issuers on U.S. exchanges). In October 1983, the SEC adopted the proposed revisions. U.S. Sec. & Exch. Comm’n, Foreign Securities, Release No. 6493, 1983 WL 408103 (Oct. 6, 1983). The 1983 rules changed the definition of “Foreign Private Issuer” under the Securities Act to encompass all non-governmental foreign issuers. Id. at *6–7.

Exchange-listed ADRs were thereby brought under the ambit of SEC registration, and issuers of such ADRs were treated as foreign private issuers. Thus, all foreign issuers listing an ADR on American exchanges became issuers for the purposes of the Securities Act and the Exchange Act. Id.

While exchange-listed ADRs became subject to registration requirements and foreign issuers utilizing exchange-listed ADRs became regulated as issuers, there are certain classes of ADRs that are still eligible for exemptions. Under the modern framework, there are three levels of “sponsored” ADRs. See, e.g., Types of ADRs, Deutsche Bank https://www.adr.db.com/drweb/public/en/content/4233.html [https://perma.cc/G55F-F8PA] (last visited Oct. 22, 2017) (providing a primer on contemporary SEC treatment of ADRs). Level I ADRs are traded on over-the-counter securities markets and can qualify from registration exemptions under Rule 12g3-2. Id. Level II ADRs allow foreign firms to more directly access U.S. securities markets, can be listed on U.S. exchanges, and must be registered with the SEC. Id. Level III ADRs can be used to raise capital in a public offering, can be listed on U.S. exchanges, must be registered, and require the issuer to submit additional documentation to the SEC. Id. Functionally, the 1982–83 rule changes appear to have applied registration requirements to the previously exemption-qualified Level II and Level III ADR categories.
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U.S. jurisdiction over foreign corporations is now very broad, including almost all major multinational corporations and many small- to medium-sized foreign enterprises. 252

U.S. prosecutors gained another important tool in 2002 with the passage of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (“SOX”). The Act was the first Congressional statute to regulate internal corporate controls since the FCPA’s 1977 passage. 253 Enacted in response to the fraudulent accounting practices that were revealed by Enron’s bankruptcy and other corporate accounting scandals, SOX was designed to increase the SEC’s power over corporate governance. 254 The statute had a number of provisions, but some of the most notable were Sections 302 and 404, which required, respectively, that corporations disclose their internal controls system and report their conclusions on the effectiveness of their internal controls to the SEC. 255

These SOX provisions (which came with personal liability for corporate executives) grabbed corporations’ attention. 256 These additional requirements had the effect of making corporations conduct more reviews of their internal control systems and, in doing so,


253 Weili Ge & Sarah McVay, The Disclosure of Material Weaknesses in Internal Control After the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, 19 Acct. Horizons 137, 139 (2005) (“Prior to SOX, the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977 (FCPA) was the only statutory regulation to address internal control . . . . The Sarbanes-Oxley Act does not substantially alter requirements for maintaining internal control over those expressed in the FCPA. Instead, SOX mandates new disclosures about and assessments of international controls.”).


255 Ge & McVay, supra note 253, at 139–40.

256 Lawrence G. Baxter, Understanding Regulatory Capture: An Academic Perspective from the United States, in Making Good Financial Regulation: Towards a Policy Response to Regulatory Capture 53, 68–69 (Stefano Pagliari ed., 2012) (“These kinds of proposals tend to arouse great hostility from the industry, as we saw with the enactment of Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in 2002. Yet a vivid personal experience for me was the change in how fellow executives and I focused on financial reporting once we became aware that we were personally on the hook for their reliability. There is nothing like personal liability in the midst of great corporate brumes to focus the mind on what is important.”).
determine whether they were complying with the FCPA. This resulted in two outcomes that led to the late-2000s expansion of FCPA cases. First, prosecutors had greater tools to demand (now more comprehensive) corporate records and, thus, had better access to the evidence to bring FCPA cases. Second, corporations were conducting more internal investigations and discovering FCPA violations on their own. Given the renewed vigor of the DOJ and SEC in prosecuting FCPA cases after 1997, many corporations chose to self-report their violations to U.S. authorities with the aim of receiving more lenient treatment for their voluntary cooperation.

Self-reporting has become an important aspect of FCPA enforcement. The DOJ encourages self-reporting (with the reward of more sympathetic settlement terms) in its speeches and its resource guide.  

---

257 Karen T. Cascini & Alan DelFavero, An Assessment of the Impact of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act on Investigating Violations of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, 6 J. Bus. & Econ. Res. 21, 32 (2008) (“The passage of the Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002 . . . has significantly increased the number of investigated violations under the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977. Since 2002, there have been more violations discovered than in all of the 1980’s and 1990’s combined. This is a clear indicator that SOx [sic] has enhanced the FCPA in this regard.”).  

258 Priya Cherian Huskins, FCPA Prosecutions: Liability Trend to Watch, 60 Stan. L. Rev. 1447, 1449 (2008) (arguing that the increase in FCPA cases “may result from the tendency of companies in the post-Sarbanes Oxley world to conduct internal investigations and ‘self-report’ violations in hopes of gaining leniency from regulators”).  

259 Id. (“Fearing the harsh penalties that the SEC and the DOJ may exact for failure to take FCPA concerns seriously, many companies today are quick to launch an internal investigation in the face of credible suspicion of a potential FCPA violation. For their part, the SEC and the DOJ have enthusiastically embraced the role that self-monitoring and cooperation play in assisting their investigations.”).  

260 See Fisher, supra note 241, at 5–6 (“Let me begin with voluntary disclosures. When serious FCPA issues do arise, we strongly encourage you and your clients to voluntarily disclose those issues. I know that there is a concern out there that there is not enough certainty in the voluntary disclosure process. And frankly, there are good reasons for that . . . [but] [t]he fact is, if you are doing the things you should be doing—whether it is self-policing, self-reporting, conducting proactive risk assessments, improving your controls and procedures, training on the FCPA, or cooperating with an investigation after it starts—you will get a benefit. It may not mean that you or your client will get a complete pass, but you will get a real, tangible benefit.”).  

261 See Resource Guide to the FCPA, supra note 47, at 54 (“Under DOJ’s Principles of Federal Prosecution of Business Organizations, federal prosecutors consider a company’s cooperation in determining how to resolve a corporate criminal case. Specifically, prosecutors consider whether the company made a voluntary and timely disclosure as well as the company’s willingness to provide relevant information and evidence and identify relevant actors inside and outside the company, including senior executives.”).
Self-reporting allows the government to resolve more cases without necessarily increasing agency resources.\textsuperscript{262} Companies often choose to self-report (although certainly not always) when they discover FCPA violations during internal investigations to resolve liability concerns. These internal investigations can themselves be quite costly (they are also large sources of revenue for law firms).\textsuperscript{263} Walmart reportedly paid over $100 million in legal fees conducting its own internal investigation of its global operation after allegations of bribery in Mexico.\textsuperscript{264} The \textit{Wall Street Journal} reported that the internal investigations of three companies—Avon, Walmart, and Weatherford International—collectively cost nearly a half billion dollars.\textsuperscript{265} Self-disclosure also happens in the merger and acquisitions context when one of the parties discovers a potential FCPA violation and insists on resolving the issue before concluding the deal.\textsuperscript{266}

The turn toward greater enforcement of the FCPA had already occurred by the time that SOX was passed in 2002—in terms of the number of investigations, attorney resources, and settlements\textsuperscript{267}—but SOX accelerated enforcement. It gave prosecutors more mechanisms with which to investigate issuers (foreign and domestic), and it created incentives for firms to conduct internal investigations and self-report their findings to the government.

In sum, the robust FCPA regime that is familiar to commentators today emerged only once the United States had secured multilateral support for the legal principle that foreign bribery should be criminalized. The existence of a treaty was critical to this stark increase in enforcement because it established a legitimate basis for American

\textsuperscript{262}Drury D. Stevenson & Nicholas J. Wagoner, FCPA Sanctions: Too Big to Debar?, 80 Fordham L. Rev. 775, 808 (2011) (“With limited resources at their disposal, federal prosecutors encourage companies to disclose cases in which the company believes it may have violated the FCPA. Doing so allows prosecutors to devote more of their time and energy towards prosecuting cases in which a suspected corporate wrongdoer has taken steps to conceal its corrupt practices.”).

\textsuperscript{263}Palazzolo, supra note 1.


\textsuperscript{265}Palazzolo, supra note 1.


\textsuperscript{267}See supra Section III.A.
prosecutors to go after domestic and foreign corporations. This made a competition-neutral enforcement strategy available to domestic prosecutors in the DOJ and SEC.

The effect of the OECD Convention on domestic enforcement strategies can be seen in the number of investigations and the resources each agency directed to FCPA cases. The ramp up in FCPA enforcement—in both prosecutions and penalties—did not take place until 1997, when negotiations for the OECD Convention successfully concluded. From 1997 to the late 2000s, the DOJ and SEC prosecuted 200 cases (more than five times the previous two decades) and dramatically increased the fines for violations.\(^{268}\) It is during this period that the first blockbuster corruption cases emerged, with the DOJ reaching settlements with companies that included hundreds of millions of dollars in fines, the placement of monitors within firms to verify the company’s ongoing business practices, and significant prison sentences for corporate executives. Powerful multinational corporations like Siemens, Baker Hughes, and Halliburton settled with U.S. regulators and revised their business practices.\(^{269}\)

**Conclusion: International Resonance and Treaty Effectiveness**

While international resonance is theoretically important for understanding the pattern and practice of enforcing the FCPA, it has implications for other domestic statutory regimes as well. Competitive pressures on domestic corporations from national rules can create demand for government officials either to weaken the rules (reducing constraints through legislation or agency rulemaking or informally doing so by limiting enforcement) or to extend the rules to a broader audience, thereby decreasing the competitive costs by spreading them among a larger body of participants. This can create a feedback effect between domestic rules and international agreements. The existence of a domestic rule can generate the demand for the international agreement. Without the international agreement, the domestic statute may exist on the books but fail to have a significant policy impact. It is the presence

\(^{268}\) See supra Section III.A.

of the international agreement—and either active or passive acceptance of the agreement among other countries—that allows the national government to make the statute effective. The domestic statute creates the demand for the international agreement, and the international agreement makes enforcement of the statute politically possible.

This feedback effect is discernible in the FCPA context. The FCPA existed on the books but was never seriously enforced by either the DOJ or the SEC until the U.S. government successfully negotiated the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention. American companies loudly and consistently complained that they were disadvantaged in international commerce by this domestic law. The executive branch responded by de-emphasizing enforcement. But the existence of the FCPA created a demand by U.S. corporations for a broader jurisdictional net that would bind their foreign competitors to the same rules. The American government pushed this anti-corruption agenda in several international fora and finally culminated with the OECD Convention. There is little doubt that the OECD Convention would not exist without the continuous American insistence for anti-bribery rules that would mirror the FCPA.

The treaty in turn allowed the U.S. government to turn around its FCPA enforcement policies without putting American firms at a competitive disadvantage. The treaty gave the FCPA “international resonance” that allowed the U.S. government to use the statute’s long-standing extraterritorial provisions to pursue domestic and foreign firms alike. Although the OECD Convention did not lead other governments to enforce their own anti-bribery laws aggressively, the treaty was quite effective. In effect, the OECD Convention permitted the United States to expand its enforcement regime to all of the world’s major exporters. It led to increased cooperation between U.S. and OECD countries’ authorities, which allowed U.S. prosecutors to build cases against a wide range of multinational corporations. Now more OECD states have started to undertake robust anti-bribery policies themselves, and the pattern of enforcement actions may again be changing.

See supra Section III.B.
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American commentators generally do not question the enforceability of domestic statutes, but they are often quite skeptical of international agreements, wondering aloud if they are “real law” or if they can be enforced adequately. This Article does not seek to enter that well-known debate. Instead, this Article argues that this is the wrong way to conceive of the relationship between domestic and international law. The issue is not whether one is enforceable and the other is not, but rather how the two are interdependent and how these different forms of law can mutually provide the political conditions needed for a robust enforcement regime. International law can be a necessary part of national law enforcement.

Domestic statutes and international agreements alike can be weak where there is a lack of political will to enforce them. As this Article highlights, in areas of global competition, national policymakers may be reluctant to enforce domestic laws in a manner that makes its industries less internationally competitive. The FCPA was essentially shelved from 1977 to 1996 when the executive branch viewed it as detrimental to major American corporations. Nothing significant about the law had changed; the FCPA was theoretically “enforceable” as a matter of domestic jurisprudence. But there was not the political will to enforce it and thus strategic choices made the statute moribund.

273 See, e.g., John R. Bolton, Is There Really “Law” in International Affairs?, 10 Transnat’l L. & Contemp. Probs. 1, 4 (2000) (“A treaty is primarily a compact between independent nations. It depends for the enforcement of its provisions on the interest and the honor of the governments which are parties to it. If these fail, its infraction becomes the subject of international negotiations and reclamations, so far as the injured party chooses to seek redress, which may in the end be enforced by actual war. This is not domestic law at work. Accordingly, there is no reason to consider treaties as ‘legally’ binding internationally, and certainly not as ‘law’ themselves.”); Robert H. Bork, The Limits of “International Law,” 18 Nat’l Int. 3, 4 (1989/90) (arguing that international law is not law because it is not enforceable through police or courts).
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From this vantage, the important issue is how national and international legal arrangements can interact to regulate transnational legal problems. Governments face difficulty regulating many cross-national agreements on their own. Countries can pass national legislation, but this legislation will not necessarily be effective in addressing policy problems. Such issues are common today, including climate change, conflict minerals, money laundering, and bank regulation. National governments can take unilateral actions, but these actions can be both ineffective (if they do not address non-territorial entities) and politically unpopular (if they undermine domestic industries’ ability to compete globally). This Article provides a framework for thinking through the multidirectional relationship between domestic law, national interest groups, shifting beliefs (or new information), transnational bargaining, and international law. Developing a coherent policy regime can require both international agreements and domestic regulations, with each providing different tools. Success can nonetheless be difficult to achieve: there is not a single, uniform approach to these issues. The process can be long, and international-national regimes can evolve over time.

This Article emphasizes how such an international resonance feedback effect can both create international law and embolden domestic authorities to enforce national law. Using the example of the FCPA, this Article provides the micro-foundations for understanding how a domestic law can accelerate demand for international law and then, subsequently, be enriched by international law. Multiple factors were (and are) important in the case of the FCPA: private industry demands to “level-up” on anti-bribery policy and regulate competitors, changing academic and policymakers’ views on the harms of corruption, shifting norms on the legitimacy of state policies subsidizing foreign bribery, transnational legal assistance, and an expansion of prosecutors’ toolkits through the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. But these features are similar to those of most transnational policy problems, which tend to be multifaceted and include complex elements and numerous conflicted constituencies.

International law was not the only necessary element in the evolution of the FCPA into a robust regulatory regime, but it was the critical piece for making an internationally competition-neutral enforcement strategy possible. The United States is at the vanguard of anti-bribery enforcement due, in part, to the OECD Convention. In turn, the OECD Convention has been a success by expanding anti-bribery enforcement
globally because of U.S. enforcement. Understanding the current anti-bribery regime, and other transnational issues, requires an appreciation of the mutually dependent relationship between the two types of law. Extending that understanding from anti-bribery regimes would also produce clarity on a number of other transnational issue areas, like international finance or tax evasion, that currently seem to present insuperable problems for regulators.

International resonance also has important implications for conceptions of treaty effectiveness. The dominant definition of effectiveness emphasizes the causal impact of the treaty on governments’ actions, particularly whether the government adopts a different policy than they would have without the treaty.277 Other definitions of effectiveness focus on whether the treaty is followed by member governments or whether the treaty has a positive impact on the international issue that it addresses.278 This Article demonstrates that a treaty can be “policy effective”—in the sense of having a positive impact on the policy issue that it addresses—while having a poor record of compliance by the majority of member states.279 The Article also provides a more nuanced definition of what “a causal impact on government action” entails. In the anti-corruption context, governments may not bring their own prosecutions but may participate in the evidence collection of other states’ prosecutions. This type of decentralized cooperation can qualify as changing government behavior, although legal analysts may overlook this type of activity in their focus on more centralized state activity, namely independent prosecutions.

The OECD Anti-Bribery Convention has generally been described as a less than effective agreement.280 The major complaint is the well-documented fact that a majority of the states that have joined the treaty

280 Tarullo, supra note 61, at 680–90; see Transparency International Report, supra note 141, at 4.
have failed to adopt robust systems to prosecute foreign bribery.\(^{281}\)

While more countries are taking up its requirements to enforce national anti-bribery laws (and those countries are home to some of the biggest multinational corporations), most countries are still reluctant enforcers of the agreement.\(^{282}\) In this sense, the treaty is not effective because governments have not changed their policies from what they were before the treaty. That is, governments formally changed their law to prohibit foreign bribery but have failed to enforce these laws by bringing their own prosecutions.\(^{283}\) Under this definition, the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention would certainly be characterized as a less than effective treaty during its first two decades.\(^{284}\)

This definition of effectiveness, however, misses an important dynamic in how the OECD has been notably effective in making an impact on anti-corruption enforcement globally. As this Article highlights, the OECD Convention was able to have an important impact on the enforcement of anti-corruption law by creating a legally and politically clear path for American prosecutors to adopt an expansive anti-corruption enforcement strategy. The OECD Convention did not need to get the majority of member governments to prosecute foreign bribery to succeed. The United States’ energetic adoption and enforcement of the treaty (and the now-subsequent activities by other large-market governments) was sufficient to make a major dent in the enforcement of anti-bribery law for most major multinational corporations. Here, the treaty achieved significant “policy effectiveness,” in terms of addressing foreign bribery, by having only a few governments actively change their policy post-treaty.

The concept of international resonance also highlights a different idea of what effectiveness in “changing government policy” means. Most legal analysts have focused on governments’ independent prosecutions as the operative measure in assessing whether OECD member states are complying with the OECD Convention.\(^{285}\) This is fair given that the
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treaty requires governments to do so. However, when assessing effectiveness, full compliance may not be necessary. Most OECD governments have changed their policies because of the OECD Convention, but the change has come at the level of cooperation with foreign prosecutions. This cooperation is often decentralized (occurring at the level of local police and prosecutors) and can be informal (performed in response to a phone call or email instead of a formal request for mutual legal assistance). Nonetheless, this cooperation is a form of government action that is in response to the acceptance of the OECD Convention by government officials in the member states. This type of cooperation is harder to measure than the number of national prosecutions but can be just as important for the treaty’s policy effectiveness.